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Introduction 

It has been shown in previous chapters that the morpholOCY of 

the cliff can be related to the presence or absence of talus and 

superficial deposits on the 'shore platform and that'sand, pebble and 

boulder beaches influence the production of ramps. It will be shown 

in Chapter 7 that the occurrence of superficial deposits also affects 

the morphological development of bays by modifying the rate of 

erosion of the cliff foot, 'In the present chapters, -the nature and 

evolution of Some Of these superficial deposits are 'investigated, 

Three major categories'of deposits are considersd here. Boulder 

beaches are usually composed of free boulders. i. e, 'boulders that 

simply rest against each other, but occasionally the blocks interlock 

or are embedded in the shore platform. The term "imprisoned" was 

first used by Baker (1959) to describe interlocking 'boulders at Cape 

Paterson in south-eastern Victoria. Other adjectives such as "fittine 

and "fretting" (Hills 1970)*have also been used to describe the same 

phenomenon. Detritus of any, jize which was formerly loose may also be 

stabilis4d for long periods by the deposition of cement, producing a 

conglomerate, The third type of superficial deposit is composed of 

blocks of resistant 3-ithology (perched boulders) resting on pillars 

of shale,, termed pe=he3, which may be over a metro high or, excep- 

tionally,, over two metre3. The bases of the perched boulders are 

partly embedded in the upper surfaces of the perches, The whole 

Physical feature consisting of perched boulder and perch will be 

referred to as a perched boulder complex* 

Very few studies have been made of any of these three categories 

of deposit. None has dealt with the characteristics of boulder 

beaches and only recently has the existence of the process of 

t 
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imprisoning been recogniseg. - it has been discussed briefly by-three 

authors - Baker (1959).. Shelley (1968,1970) and Hills (1970,, 1971). 

The formation of beach conglomerate is a much-studied process (e. g. 

Ginsburg 1953,, Kaye 1959,, Russell 1959,3.960,1962,1963) but the 

cement is usually calcium carbonate. Davies (1972# p, 116) has 

produced a diagram showing the distribution of such beach conglomerate; 

it is almost restricted to the tropics, The conglomerate of north-east 

Yorkshire is different in both nature and environment,, so that few 

analogies can be drawn from the published literature. Howevers both 

Agar (1960) and Richards (190) have concluded that cemented material 

on the coasts'of north-east Yorkshire and Skye respectively are the 

result of the precipitation of compounds since the fall of sea level 

at the onset of the last Glacial period. The parching of boulders in 

a littoral environment has long bean known; as early as 1903 Gaikis 

gave an illustration of a large dolerite block resting on tuff at 

Largo, Fife. Hills (1973. ) has recently noted that fallen aeolianite 

blocks at Sorrento, in Victoria,, Auatraliap 319 on perches three to 

five inches high, but it is evident that the dominantly solutional 

environment with which he was concerned is radically different from 

the high energy coast of nortbý-east Yorkshire* No other studies of 

perebed boulders have been made except for the interpretation reached 

by Agar (1960) that in north-east Yorksbire the parches result from the 

weathering of the Eemian abore platform exposed between the boulders 

during the Last Glacial periode He considered that the weathered 

material has been removed by the sea in Post-GlaCial times., 

It Is therefore the objective of this chapter to examine the 

characteristics of these three basic types of superficial deposit and 

to show how they have evolved, A subsidiary aim is to examine the 

A passing reference was made to "grouted boulders" by Hemingway 
in 1950. 
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evidence for Agar's pioposition that the perched boulder complexes 

and patches of conglomemte are basica, 13, y the result of f omer2y 

operatirg processes. 

Boulder Beaches 

The Distribution of Boulder Beaches 

The three categories of superficial deposit are closely related 

in their spatial occurrence to the lithology of the cliff immediately 

landuardso The thicloest spreads of boulders lie between White Stone 

Hole and Whitestone Point,, near Saltwick Bays where a broad synclins 

ensures that almost the whole cliff is composed of the Lower and 

Middle Deltaic Series. The boulder beaches here are usually associated 

with talus cones. Elsawheres there an no spreads of sandstone boulders 

where the Lower Deltaic Series do not crop out in the cliff. Henoe,, 

in Far Jetticks,, north of Robin Hood's Bay,, where Lias Shales constitute 

all the 300ft. (91.5m) cliff,, there are no boulders. Similarly from 

Sandy Wyke near Staithes to Hole Wyke which is below Boulby the plat- 

form is almost bare,, but west of this bay the boulder beach is thick 

where the Deltaic Series crops out on Boulby Cliff, However$ such 

superficial deposits are not correlated with the Deltaic Series alone; 

large arenaceous blocks of rock which are not easily destroyed by wave 

action are also produced by the Sandy Series. Talus coma are not 

commonly associated with this series$ tbough several do lie on the 

northern side of Robin Hood's Bay,, and the associated boulder beaches 

are of only medium density, They exist also at Cowbar Nabs Staithes, 

Although the existence of a boulder beach is related to lithology, * 

its density is related to the two variables of the proportion of the 

cliff composed of resistant sandstone and to the thickness of the 
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individual beds. Thus, at Hawsker Bottoms the sarxistone scarp is 

only about 7-5m high but a thick boulder beach and talus cones exist 

because the channel sandstone stratum alone is more than 4, m thick. 

Between Whitby and Saltwick Nab the talus cones and boulder beaches 

are thicker wherever chamal sandstcaes occur. In contrasts though 

the wbole eliff in the bay south-east of Widdy Head is composed of 

Middle Jurassic rock, the thin arenaceous strata constitute only a 

quarter of its height and no talus cones exist; the landward half of 

the shore platform is covered by a pebble beach and the boulder beach 

on the rest is of only medium density., 

The Natum of a Beach of Free Boulders 

In order to examine the nature of a boulder beach,, a belt transect 

5m wide wasýdelimited in a direction perpendicular to the coastline at 

Rawsker BottomB (the site is marked with an asterisk in Fige 3,1), The 

lengths of the principal axes, the orientation and dip of the long 

axis, the distance of the centre seaward from the datum line,, arA the 

lithology (Dogger or Lower Deltaic Sandstone) were noted for each 

boulder whose long axis was greater than 0-6m, The transect was 40M 

long and the characteristics of 171 boulders weis measured. 

The size distribution of the boulders is highly positively skewed 

there being 27o5 per cent less than 0.1cu. m. but on3, v 17,0 per cant 

betveen 1.0 and 8.2cu,., m. The 120 Lower Deltaic Sandstone boulders do 

not differ sigr4gicantly in size from the blocks composed of the Dogger 

sandstone. A statistically significant difference exists at the 0.001 

level (X2 = 38*074; 3 degrees of freedom) between the shape distributions 

of the two lithological, categories (Fig. 6.1a), The Dogger produces 

more prolate boulders ani the Deltaic Sandstone more triaxial boulders 

than would be expected by the mull bypothe3is. This may be chiefly due 
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to the thickness of the Dogger at Hawsker Bottoms (1,9m) and to 

the thinness of the Deltaic Sandstones in the scarp above the study 

area; and secondarily to different joirt systems in the strata. 

It is clear from Fig. 6.1a that the littoral environment imposes 

limits on the spectrum of possible boulder shapes. Thus few exist 

with a b/a axial ratio of less than 0.4 and none has a c/b ratio 

less than 0.2. The difference between these two values indicates 

that moderately triaxial boulders can remain unmodified in the beach 

but moderately prolate boulders cannot, in the case of two boulders 

of the same volume and b axis, one triaxial and one prolate with the 

b/a ratio of the former equal to the c/b ratio of the latter, the 

triaxial boulder will have the larger maximum cross-seotional area ab. 

This largest face is the one on which the boulder will preferentially 

rest because it is the most stable position. The larger this face is, 

the greater will be the cushioning effect provided by the water as 

the boulder drops after having been lifted by a wave, The probabilitY 

that the boulder will be f rac+ured will therefore be reduced. This 

cushioning effect must outweigh the opposite one of the thickness (0) 

of the triaxial boulder being less than that of the prolate block, 

During storms, boulders are lifted wbolly or in part and,, on being 

dropped,, the confusion of. boulders in a beach ensures that there is a 

high probability that the boulder will strike the corner of another, 

AII the force generated during the fall is concentrated into a narrow 

zone or at a point by this corner so that there is a high chance of 

the impinging block being fractured, The results of this are obvious 

after each storm (Fig. 6.1b); large boulders can be found with fresh,, 

angular fracture faces. Those boulders possessing a large surface 

area with respect to their volume will be most prone to thiss i. e. 
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those less than or near the common Limits ror shape, The truncation 

of projections and corners of large boulders will then produce small 

blocks which can be lifted and moved more easily and# therefore, eroded 

quicker. In more equidimensional boulders. 9 abrasion is likely to be 

important since these will be more difficult to lift as more pressure 

will be needed and-as fewer protuberances will be available for 

fracturing* This trend toward more equant boulders is clear when 

Fig- 3-9& is ocmpared with. Fig. 6.1a. 

The landward 10m of the transect were situated on the edge of 

a mmall talus cons while the rest was on the boulder beach proper 

where the blocks are covered at each high tide. The differences in 

the frequencies of Dogger and Deltaic'sandstone boulders between the 

three ten-metre sootions of this latter part are not sigaificant at 

the 0.05 level M2a0,122; 2 degrees of freedom). However, of the 

53 boulders in the talus seotion only one was oomposed of the Dogger* 

The differences between this section and the rest are significant at 

P2 0*001 (X = 27-936; 3 degrees of freedom). This grouping of fallen 

boulders Of the same lithology might be expected if Dogger blocks 

fall in rare large collapses of the sandstone scarp but is clearly 

in marked, contrast to the even mixture of rook types in the beacho 

This may indicate that despite the numerous upward projections of 

boulders and their hemming in of each-other, the sea in able to carry 

blocks to and fro, thus mixing them., it may also indicate that Dogger 

blocks persist longer in the beach because of the higher iron content 

and coarser grain size Of the Dogger in comparison with the Deltaic 

sandstones. 

I 

There is no signific&nt difference between the size distributions 

of the boulders in the four ten-metro seations. Nevertheless, in the 
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field the absence of shale fragments and the paucity of boulders less 

than about 0,5m long in the seaward 30a of the corridor are in marked 

contrast to their abundance in the talus conso Neither the shape 

characteristics of the measured boulders nor the dips of their long 

woo differ significantly seawards, though there is a strong tendency 

(significant at 0.10) for the dips of the boulders on the talus cone 

to be different from those in the rest of the corridor, As might be 

expected,, the boulders on the talas cone tend to have higher inalin- 

ations than, those in the true beach. The proportion of boulders with 

dips equal to or greater than 10 degrees in each of the ton-metro 

sections falls seawards as follows: 64.2 per cent# 59.5 per cent, 51.2 

per cents 36.8 per cent. 

Hence it is concluded that in the erosion of a talus cone amall 

particles are removed leaving boulders behind* These boulders tend 

to rest on their largest faces and are carried hither and thither while 

being moulded towards a spectr= of stable shapes and inclinations. 

Therefore the boulders become increasinily resistant to erOsion* 

The Nature of a Beach of imprisoned Boulders 

Wherever an expanse of boulders is described as sparse or of 

medium density,, the blocks tend to be sub-angular or sub-zxnindeds due 

to abrasion between themselves or with the shore platform# and there 

is little impediment to movement. Imprisoning is therefore more ccmmon 

where bloc" are piled upp ana movement is restricted. The phenomenon 

has not been noticed with Sandy Series boulders possibly because the 

blocks are smaller and the beaches thinner, Imprisoning is especially 

common between White Stone Hole and Whitestone Point. At White Horse 

(east of Hawaker Bottoms)$ imprisoned boulders exist at heLght's of 

I to 2,5m above 0, D, At Cobble Dump (north of Runswick) and South 

Batts (east of Saltwiok Bay),, imprisoned boulders which are cemented 
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together occur at about the one'metre, level* It seems therefore 

that this phenomenon of imprisoning is beat developed in the zone of 

maximum wave energy which lies above mean sea level. It is in this zone 

that the highest boulders can be agitated within the confined spaces 

allotted to them by their neighbours. At higher levels impinging 

waves'are less frequent while below the optimum zone, the higher 

frequency of wave action increases the rate of abrasion and fracturing 

of the boulders so that only the largest blooks will be imprisoned. 

At White Horse, in a belt transact 5m wide aligned tovmrds the 

sea, the parameters of all boulders greater than 0.5m long were noted 

if the : Lengths of an their three principal axes could be measured. 

45 boulders above about one metro OD. were found, they being either 

cemented together or overlying conglomerate, Below Im O, D. 69 boulders 

were located in the corridor, Of the first groupt in addition to many 

of them being cemented, 75.5 per cent are imprisoned while in the second, 

none are cemented and only 8.7 per cent interlock (the differences are 

ý2 extremely significant at the 0.001 levels- V st 50.560, one degree of 

freedom). This may be due to the different boulder size distributions 

exhibited by the two groups . these differences are also significant 

at the 0.001 level ()ý 2= 19-355; 3 degrees of froodom)s, the boulders 

in the cemented area being much larger 6n average than the others, 

51.1 per cent of the boulders in this group are bigger then 0.5ou. m. 

while only 18.8 per cent of the second group exceed this size. There 

are no significant differences in shape, lithology and orientation 

and dip of the long axes of the boulders in the two group3s 

Each imprisoned boulder has both male and female components. 

Only the maximum male and femala penetration of each boulder were con- 

sidered in this study, Volume is like3, v to be the principal variable 
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influencing the amount of penetration between boulders. However, 

the correlation coefficient (r = -. 0,0349) between the size and female 

component of each boulder completely fails to attain sigaificancee, 

On the other hand, the correlation coefficient between the male com- 

ponent and boulder size is significant at the 0.0005 level though 

only 43.10 per cent of the variation is explaimd by the equations 

7 5-5926 + 1.2595x where y= amount of male penetration 
(CM 

x= size of'boulder (cum. 
ý 

Therefore,, small boulders# although they can be moved more frequently 

than larger ones and might be expected to attain greater penetration,, 

cannot do so because they are more likely to be moved so much that 

the imprisonment in destroyed. It is noteworthy that the agitation 

of a boulder causes it to dig into another rather than f or it to 

become impaled on its neighbour, i. e. the male component is the 

result of agitation while the female is caused by the boulder remaining 

stationar7 with respect to its mate., -The male component occurs at the 

pr1mar7 corners of a boulder while the female is generally located in 

a face or at the Junction of two faces. 

It has been shown that imprisoning is related to the efficacy 

of ma#ne energy through the variable of the size of the boulder, 

This is a different conclusion from that reached by Shelley (1968, 

1970) who has ascribed the occurrence of imprisoned boulders in New 

Zealand to "*, * disxuption by the crystallisation. of salt and of 

f ice ,,, " though the solution of silicate Minerals by micro-organisms 

is also thought to operate where the fitting interfaces remain damp. 

If these weathering processes are important in wrth-east Yorkshire 

it is difficult to see why the amount of penetration is related to 

boulder size. It'vould be necessary for adjacent boulders to be con- 

tinuously moved together to maintain the close fit and it is not 
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clear why erosion by salt and ice crystallisation should be more 

effective at the interface of two boulder3o where air circulation 

is limited and there is likely to be permanent shadowq than on the 

rest of the boulders' surfaces where there are no such limitations. 

In addition,, the weather1ng, pxvc93se3 mentioned by Shelley should 

differ in effectiveness with lithological variations such as the 

degree of cementation. Moreover# the argument that fitting boulders 

are not found in rivers and, therefore that agitation of the blocks 

is not the formative process in imprisoning is notvalid because the 

turbulent flow in a river is essentially uni-directional while,, in 

wavesp water particles describe circular or oscinator7 paths and. 

waves themselves can be, refleotod with great force, It must be con- 

cludedq therefore,, that abrasion is the main erosive process in the 

imprisoning of boulder3l a fact tacitly assumed by Bakar (1959) and 

briefly discussed by Hills (1970)o 

An attempt has been made to measure the rate at which imprisoned 

boulders abrade each other, 'The technique used is that emp3AYing 

pairs of stainless steel haxagonal set screws described earliers 

each one of the pair being separated from its twin by the interface 

between the imprisoned boulders* The instrumentatiozi area is the 

accumulation of large boulders which is the remnant of a talus cone 

at 'White Horse, Because the boulders are just as like3, y to be parted 

as to be forced closer togetherj, and because the frequency of waves 

powerful enough to move the boulders must be very smallp these 

instruments will have to remain in position for many years before 

any reliable erosion rates are obtained. 
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The Evolution of a Cuirass 

It seems reasonable to suppose, thatp with time, most boulders 

in a small area could become imprisoned and the rate of mutual 

abrasion should diminish to a negligible amount, In this case the 

imprisoned boulders will form an impregnable cuims3 which could 

remain for a very long time. However, there is a number of ways in 

which it can be destroyed; processes exist which attack either 

individual boulders or the whole cuirass. As in a beach composed 

of free boulders,, wherever there is some movement, fracturing is 

probably the most important process. A special form of abrasion which 

is visible at a number of places at White Horse is beat described as 

a pestle and mortar action (Fig. 6.2a). The mortar is a pot hole and 

the pestlet is a single small boulder, usually less than 0.5m long. 

They are normally found where two or more imprisoned boulders have 

formed a depression in which the pestle becomes trapped. Agitation 

of it creates a hole in the boulders. 

t1hile fracturing, abrasiont and pestle-and-mortar action attack 

individua2s or groups of boulders they are unlikely to be of great 

impckrtance in the destruction of a cuirass as a whole. This will be 

most effectively carried out, as at White Horse, by the corrasion of 

the shore platform itself which becomes lower then the buried,, protected 

part and a risar is formed, The corrasion is produced by free boulders 

which cause the retreat of the riser(Fig. 6,2b) and under-mine and break 

up the cuirass thus liberating the imprisoned boulders* Because of the 

intensive erosion at the points where their neighbours have abraded 

them, the released boulders have many projections which are easily 

broken oCf by fracturing. The boulders so produced are statistically 

sitnificantly smaller than the imprisoned blocks (vide supra), Owing 
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Mamm- 

Fig. 6-2(i A pest[e and mortar 

a 

Fig. 6-2b, The shale peFch beneath the White Horse boulder 
cuirass with free, eroding boulders in the foreground 
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to the removal of much material during the imprisoment., releasing, 

and fracturing periods,, the total volume of released rock is much 

less than before imprisoment occurred, Hence$ these free boulders 

are more Maly to remain free,, though at White Horse six of the 

69 boulders measured were still imprisoned. The freed boulders in 

turn are nearest to the shale perch and erode it further causing more 

of the cuirass to be destroyed, Should the f roe boulders be removed,, 

aego by being transported around. the cuirass to the cliff foot, the 

cuirass will remain for a long period, After the removal of the sand- 

stone boulders by the action of the other processes described and by 

the force of highly destructive waves., a shale perch will remain which 

may be 3e6ral metres in diameter and up to a metro high. Such a 

genesis may explain these features at, for example# White Stone Hole, 

South Batts,, and Lingrow. 

The Conglomerate 

The Nature and Distribution of'Conglomerate Patches 

The conglomerate patches of the north-east Yorkshire coast can be 

found in many situations,, eg., at the heads of baysp in the bases of 

degraded talus cones and surmounting sWe perches far from the cliff* 

Their composition is related to the proportions of rock types available 

at their time of formation and so can vary rapidly in small areas. 

Tbus,, part of the conglomerate patch at Cobble Dump (Fig# 5.12) has 

more-than 75 per cent of its volume in the form of rounded shale blocks 

up to 40cm. long while a few metres away sandstone bouldersp iron nodules 

and fine grained matrix occur in equal proportions and no blocks of 

shale can be f ound, However, the dark red to brown colour of the 

matrix# the frequent ivd coating of cemented cobbles, and the leaching 
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of the interiors of Dogger and Lower Deltaic Sandstone boulders to 

a light grey colour while very hard iron pans up to Ojcm thick coat 

their surfacesq indicate that the common cementing agent is a ferric 

compound of iron. 

The patches extend from High Scar (953.075) in the south east to 

Seal Goit in the north west but, within this stretch of coast,, they 

are absent from Old Nab near Staithes to Long Sand near Boulby Cliff, 

The locations of many patches are listed in Fig. 6-3 but marq others 

exist* These sites are higMy corzvlated with the outcrop of the 

Lower Deltaic Series in the cliff, Thus, from Saltburn to Seal Goit 

and from Far Jetticks to Ravenscar-the cliff is composed of Lias 

rocks alone and cemented material is absent from the foreshore. 

Nevertheless, the Upper Lias shales are rich in iron (4 to 5 per cent 

on average according to Gad et al. (1969)), The well jointed and 

laminated nature of these shales allows them to be broken into small 

fragments making the resulting debris highly permeable. Therefores 

iron-rich solutions are easily formed., These shales may not be the 

only source of iron for the cementation of material, since above them 

lies the Dogger which is a coarse,, highly ferruginous sandstone (20 to 

24 per cent iron content - Hemingway 1958) which has been mined in the 

past as an iron ore, Its coarseness permits it to be highly permeable 

also. 

Because of the great compositional variationas the conglomerate 

, patches are classified in Fig. 6.3 on the basis of their environments, 

In numerous talus cones., reddening of the basal layers is comon. The 

colour fades upwards giving way to a light grey hue characteristic of 

thoroughly weathered shale. Occasionalljy, e. ge at Quarry EndO the 

zvddened layer is in the middle of the talus section where material 

in coarser than that below, The basal debris in this case is probably 
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Location Grid Ref. (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Hunt Cliff 697217 x 
Hummersea 725201 x 
Boulby 1,, 'Cst Cliff 733202 x 
Lingberr y Hill 751TLI9 x 
Rockhole Hill 755196 x 
Hole Wyke 762192 x 
Brackenberry Wyke 793182 x x 

It 1? 797181 x 
it it 7981SO x 

Port Mulgrave 798IS6 x 
High Lingrow 806172 x 

It it 60S172 x 
Victoria Ironworks sm66 x 
Qr, raarry End 

. 
811165 x 

Cobble Dump 812163 x 
Redscar Hole 822156 x 
Kettle Ness 832160 x 

if it 836160 x 
Lucky Dog Holes 839157 x 
Holm3 Grove 841154 x 

it it 841154 x 
it it 8431/+2 x 

Loop Wyke 347147 x 
Tell Green 851147 x 
Keldhowe Point 8541/+6 x 
Overdale Wyke 856143 x 
PRepgrove Wyke 857142 x 
Sandsend 859135 x 
Wfiitby East Pier 902115 x 
Saltwick Bay 916110 x 

to It 917109 x x 
Black Nab 921107 x 

11 it 922107 x 
South Batts 925106 x 

11 if 927105 x 
Ling Hill 930101 x 
Widd, y Head 933094 x 
Pursglove Stye 947080 x 

ty it 947081 x 
White Horse 948079 x 
White Stone Hole 948078 x 
High Scar 951076 x x 

(I) Cemented material under boulder beach 
(2) Cemented coarse-grained beach 
(3) Oemented sand 
(4) Cemented talus 
(5) Cemented Luaterial associated with activities of Man 

Fig. 6-3 Locations and classification of some patches of cemented 
material 
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impemeable or has a high. water table allowirg little pemeation 

of iron-rich water to lower levels* These talus cones often occur 

at the foot of marine activated parts of the cliff and have surfaces 

with fresh shale fmgments upon them indicating their youth, Only a 

few are listed in Fig. 6.3., 

Because spreads of thick boulders are the degraded remwtnts of 

former talus cones, the patches of cemented material found in their 

bases are probably older than conglomerate exposed in talus cones. 

At White Horse* boulders are up to 8cu. m. in size and the formation 

of the cuirass of imprisoned blocks has added to their stability. 

Interestingly,, however$ a number of boulders which have cemented bases 

are also imprisoned, This suggests that the imprisonment occurred 

before deposition of the sha3, v material which forms the conglomerate 

matrixs, i. e. that some of the boulders foxwd a boulder beach before 

a taliis cone accumulated over them. Tbis in turn implies that there 

has been a period when the amount of material falling from the cliff 

was smallp then a period of intensive deposition fo3.1o, %ed by the 

present period when no shale falls on the area of the boulders, 

Several patches of cemented material can be found resting on 

broad shale perches far from the cliff foot. The best examples are 

those already referred to at Cobble Dump and South Battso In both 

these CAS93 barnacles are common indicating the very low rates of 

erosion. As at White Horse many of the cemented boulders are also 

imprisoned. In additionp 20 erratios have been recognized at Cobble 

Dump and three at South Batts. All these rocks are extremely hard - 

much more sos in facts than arq of the local oneso They are all very 

wen rounded and the maximum lengths are 32cm at Cobble Dump and 7= 

at South Batts, They have clearly been subjected to prolonged corrasion 

in a beach enviroment, fonowir)g their transport to this coast. Similar 
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erratics can be found in the present beach at Qua=7 End but no 

cobble beach now exists south of Black Nab, 

At Cobble Dump, at the point marked with an asterisk in Fig. 5.12, 

there was found the internal cast of a limpet together with'some of the 

shell. Though such shells are not common in the high energy environ- 

ments of a cobble beacho the fossil is Patella vulgata Lind (Dr. J., R, 

Lewis, personal communication) an extremely common species at the 

present day in the intertidal zone of north-east YorksUre.. 

The Rate of Cementation 

It is clear from the pmaence of cemented cobbles beneath a 

number of modern beachesp e*g, about 3m east of Whitby East Piers, at 

the southern end of BraekenberrY Wykes, and at High Scar, 9 that the 

cementing process continues today. The protection from movement by 

waves has been afforded in these eases by overlying oobbleso while 

the source of iron compounds is Us shale fragments that have fallen 

from the oliff and have been incorporated Into the beach. At High 

Scar, the roundecl cemented cobbles of a beach are overlain by partially 

cemented talus, No boulders have protected this site but it is high 

enough to be washed by waves only durirg severe stoinst so a talus cone 

of small shale fragments has been sufficient to provide the necessary 

protection. All these sites occur at the feet of marine-aetivated 

sections of the cliff which are undoubtedly post-glacial in age. 

Indeed, the site at Whitby was landward of the cliff in 1816 (Chapter 8). 

Therefore, the rate of cementation is rapid. Even after the first major 

storm of winter has removed f rom the cliff foot at Hawaker Bottoms the 

material which has accumulated there during the preceding summer onlys 

the rock surface is coated with a patina of iron. Also the weathering 

of the shale fragments is rapid,, for those fragments which fall at the 
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start of the accumulation period have been partially metamorphosed 

to mud by the end of it, 

An estimate Of the rate of cementation can be obtained from a 

consideration of the age of features which have been built or formed 

by Man and which are now associated with patches of conglomerate, 

There is no reason to think that the process is different or more 

rapid in these casess except where indicated. The jet adits which 

were intensively exploited In the second half of the eighteenth century 

and abandoned by about 1900 (Raistrick 1966) have now coLlapsed and 

-can be recognised only by their straight, out sides and bases. They 

are beat seen in White Stone Hole arxl between Sand3end and Kettle 

Ness. Their bases are frequently reddened and cemented by iron. This 

vanishes upwards indicating that the solid base of the adit has formed 

a perched water table in the debris where the iron compounds have 

consequently been deposited* These numerous makles are not listed 

in Fig. 6-3. The cementation is certainly not as strong as at Cobble 

Dump, but the available period for cementation has been less than 100 

years, 

During the quarrying of the Alum shales$ the rook was broken 

into sma2.1 fragments and piled into large heaps in layers alternating 

with brushwood, This was ignited and tbo heaps burnt# sometimes for 

marq months aided by spontaneous combustion of the iron pyrites in the 

shales (Turton 1938; Chapman 1968b). The ash produced by this 

calcination is red and can be, seen in most quarries as its sterility 

is too severe for the growth of vegetation. The ash was put through 

various washing processes to extract the alum and was then discarded, 

On the western side of Kettle Ness, some of these patches of burnt 

shale are cemented and show steep bedding due to the debris having 

been thrown over the cliff edge, In one of these patches a piece of 
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wood was found and pieces of metal are common in others. Metal is 

particularly well cemented to rook fragments as it provides a richer 

source of iron than the rock, The actual output and periods of 

operation of the alum quarries are not well documented,, but Chapman 

(1968b) has given approximate dates during which the following sites 

were exploited: 

Sandsend 1600 - 1871 

Saltwick 164.9 - 1821 

Boulby 1649 - 1871 

Lingberry 
(Loftus) 161+9 1863 

Kettleness 1728 1871 

This indicates that the conglomerate at Kettle Ness has formed during 

mwdmim period of 242 years, 

Tiny fragments of burnt shale common2y make up much of the sancl 

in the beaches along the coast especially at deeper leveles e. g. at 

Saltwick Bay, from Whitby to Sand3end, at Kettleness Sand, Hole Wyke,, 

and Hummersea. Fonowiz)g severe storms when the sand is combed down 

or after long periods of construotive wave action when it is pushed 

towards the cliff foot, small patches of cemented,, partly burnt frag- 

ments can be found, 

Small piers are associated with most alum quarries, These quays 

were built with local Deltaic sandstone or occasionally with Dogger, 

and were filled with debris if necessary. This interior is now 

cemented in all cases and even where the pier is only a few metres 

widep eeg, east of Salt nick Nab, small patches of cemented material 

can be found, No records of the dates of these structures have been 

discovered though their protimities to the quarries indicate that they 
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were built shortly after the initiation of operations. on the 

western side of Black Nab,, however,, there is a stone pier with a 

dated inscription recording its construction in 1766, The boulder 

bearing this date does not appear to be itself cemented as it lies on 

the surface but conglomerate is common around it. This consists in 

some places of unburnt shale (black), completely caloinated fragments 

(red) and those which have been ignited in part only (red and black). 

At Wrack Hills,, Runswick,, a small pier below the Victoria Ironworks 

(1856 to 1ý58) has a vertical piece of wood to which are cemented 

fragments of rock. Conglomerate can also be seen in the eroded base 

of the south-eastern pier at Fort kulgrave (built between 1850 and 

1856 according to Chapman 1968a),, but none is visible in the northern 

pier which was demolished in the storm surge of 1952. It is possible 

that the rate of cementation was increased by the storage of iron ore 

on the pier before it was loaded on to ships, 

Although exact rates of cementation cannot be evaluated for all 

the above cases, it seems reasonable to conclude that they are of the 

order of one hundred to two hundred years. For =oh if not an of 

this period therefore the material being cemented must have been 

protected from movement and washing by waves either by a pier,, a beach, 

or by a talus cone where there is a local source of Upper Lias shales 

from which the cement has been derived. 

Perched Boulder Com2lexes 

The Lingrow Perched Boulder Area 

Blocks composed of sandstone and of the arenaceous members of 

the Sandy Series commonly rest on shale perches along the north-east 

Yorkshire coast* The largest area of parched boulders is at grid 
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reference 48095172s which is midway between the village of Run3wick 

Bay and Port IWIgrave. This locality will be termed the Lingrow 

perched boulder aree, since to the north lies the low-tide islarA 

Lingrow Knock, and to the west the hill High Lingrow, The large 

number of perched boulders in this area facilitates a statistical 

analysis of the dynamics of the perching process. 

The lingrow perched boulder area extends seawards (iee to the 

north-east) for more than 60m being bounded in this direction by 

unperched boulders and an extensive area of bare shore Platform. 

Towards the land lies a boulder beach and behind that a large landslip 

called Wrack Hills. Eastwards the area merges into a boulder beach 

which occupies the whole foreshore, while to the west the shore plat- 

form is predominantly bare for 60m, though towards the sea this bare 

area gives way to a melange of shale boulders typical of a locality 

where the shore platform has been mined for jet, 

A detailed geological map of this area has been produced bý 

Bowarth (1962). The perched boulder area lies on the Grey Shales and 

its western edge is marked by the two parallel faults constituting 

the Runswick Bay Faults This is one of the major dislocations of the 

district with a displacement of 30 to 40ft (HemingwaY 1958). It 

downthrows to the west where Bituminous Shales crop out at the cliff 

foot. These faults coincide with the slip scar of the large back- 

tilted 17rack Hills landslip and it is evident that their piesence 

has facilitated the occurrence of this landslipe 

The Age of Wrack Hi3ls and the Lingrow Perched Boulder Area 

Because the land3lip has moved eastwards, rAo Lower Deltaic 

sandstone now crops out on about 50m of the north-facing marine 

cliff (between points A and B in Fig. 6.4) to the west of the faults, 
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Seaward of this shale cliff,, the shore platform is bare while seaward 

of the landslip in a norther3, y direction lies the perched boulder 

area. Therefore it is concluded that the perched boulder area was 

formed af ter the land3lip. 

Agar (1960) has stated that boulders lying on the shore platf o= 

during the Last Interglacial protected the shale beneath while 

weathering of the rock continued between them during the periods of 

lowered sea level in the periglacial phase before the advance of the 

ice of the Last Glaciation. The post-glacial seas have removed the 

weathered material leaving the boulders parched, In addition,, Agar 

has noted that "... boulder clay overlie& a slip - at Wrack Hills, 

Runswick, " Therefore, before any meaningful investigation of the 

parched boulders can be made# it is necessary to examine this pro- 

position that the landslip,, and thus the sandstone boulders on the 

shore platform,, pre-date the Last Glaciation. 

Fig. 6.4 is a morphometric map of the northerraost two-thirdB 

of Wrack Hills. The southern part of the cliff has been disfigured 

by an iron mine and blast furnace, At the cliff foot three large 

facets slope away from the sea providing a typical back slope. On the 

upper part of the cliff there are also two small facets which slope 

only very gently seawards and all facet boundaries are sharp* There 

is,, therefore, no evidence of a smoothing of Wrack Hills by ioe; on 

the contrarys the freshness of the land surfaoey with its distinct 

boundaries,, indicates its youth. 

Nor has the landslip been adjusted to present environmental con- 

ditions for a long period., Secondary landalipap uncomeeted with 

marine erosion,, exist near the cliff top and are shown in Pig. 6.4 by 
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the two low-angle facets, That they are secondary and post-glacial is 
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shown by the presence of thin boulder clay on them while their steep 

slip planes behind have none, There is also a record of a lardBlip 

at the southem end of Wrack Hills. The Victoria Ironworks Co, built 

a kast furnace which opened in August 1856 at this site, The major 

landslip mu3t have been present at this time otherwise the cliff would 

have been too steep to build on. However# on 22nd March 1858, a 

landslip occurred destroying mucý of the workings and they were 

abandoned (Chapman 1968b), 

Glacially deposited material only one to two feet thick covers 

the whole of the surface landward of the cliff top. It is not sur- 

prising, therefore, that this material should also lie on Wrack Hills 

wheraver slips have occurred. One to two feet of red clay containing 

quartzite, greywacka and other erratics forms the uppermost layer of 

the marine-eroded face of the landslip and is undoubtedly glacial till, 

Elsewhere, 9 on the slip planes of the landslip# none of the character- 

istically red deposit can be seen. Fine-grained materials though of 

a light grey to dark yellow colour is visible in the eroded face 

between the blocks of sandstone. It was probably produced during the 

actual landelipping and, subsequently, by the weathering of shale and 

sandstone* A gully, up to 15 feet deep in places, transacts the major 

slip plane in the upper part of Wmck Hills. No red c3AY and no 

erratics crop out in its sides; only shale breccia and the ver7 Pals 
.0 

weathered derivatives of shale are exposed above the in-situ shale. 

It is concluded,, therefore,, that neither the morphology nor the 

composition of the landslip indicate a pro-Last Glacial origin for 

Wrack Hills. and thus of the sandstone boulders derived from this 

landslip and now lying in the parched boulder area, 
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The age Of this area is also indicated by the ra-te of erosion 

at the cliff foot. Assuming a pro-Last Glacial age this should be 

negligible,, but comparison of the 3.914 and 1928 editions of the O. S. 

1: 2500 plans shows a rate of about 430M in 13 years on averages 

This implies that the cliff foot could have retreated from the 

present seaward limit of perched boulders in about 4000 years and 

from the low water mark of ordinary tides in about 7300 years, 

assuming a stable sea level and a constant erosion rate. However,, 

M. E. M. sites just west of the faults have shown a maximum rate of 

erosion (at the head of the notch) of 6cm in one year. At this rate 

the above periods for coastline recession are reduced to approximately 

2200 and 4000 years respeotively. It is concluded, therefore# that 

both the land3lip and the perched boulder area have been created in 

post-glacial times. In addition, it will. be shown later that certain 

characteristics of the perched boulders are compatible with this 

inference only. 

The Distribution of Perchea Boulders 

North of the Wrack Hills landslip there Is a boulder beach which 

is about 45m wide* Keasurements were made of the characteristics of 

the 83 boulders in a randomly chosen belt tzsnseot acivas this beach; 

each measured boulder bad a long axis of at least 0#90m. A part of 

the perched boulder area seaward of this beach was delimited for this 

study and is shown in Fig. 6.5. The area measured 60m in the seaward 

direction and included the most landward perched boulder while the other 

edge was near the marine limit of percbed boulders, The area was 27.7m 

wide and contained 134 perched boulders,, the smallest of which was 

0*90m in length. Five tall perched boulder complexes were also 

included near the south-west corner of the area, The characteristics 
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of all unperched boulders whose long axes were at least 0.90m were 

also measured; there were 128 of these. 

Differences in the frequencies of parched boulders in four equal 

sectors of the study area (Fig. 6.5) are significant at the 0.01 

level of probability. There is a below average number of occurrences 

in the south-west sector and an excess In the north-east. This con- 

centration might be due to chance variations in the geology of the 

part of the Lower Deltaic Series which produced these boulders. 

Although the paucity of parched boulders in the south-west sector 

might be attributable to the same cause,, an additional factor could be 

the nature of the recession of the platform here (a contour map is 

given in Fig, 6.5). It has been noted previously that tightly packed 

boulders in a cuirass are highly resistant to erosion Wt may be 

undermined and broken up by the gewration and retreat of a riser in 

the shore platfom because of the action of free boulders. Such a 

feature is prominent-in the south-west quarter and no perched boulders 

exist inmediately in front of it. The riser becomes gentler and fades 

out to the east. To the west it is covered by boulders and is truncated 

by the faults where the Grey Shales are replaced by the resistant Top 

Jet Dogger and the soft Bituminous Shales. 

It will also be noticed from Fig. 6.5 that in no sector are the 

perched boulders everay distributod. They tend to occur in clusters 

and of ton prevent the movement of free boulders landward's. Only those 

boulders with long axes greater than 90cm are shown in this diagram so 

the trapping effect is greater than might be inferred from the map, 

The free boulders,, in turn,, influence the distribution of the perched 

boulders in two ways, A large free boulder that is prevented from 

moving landwards may become embedded ands eventuallyo perched. On the 

other hand, an accumulation of smalls free boulderst where movement is 
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Impeded by parched boulders,, may act as a saw# eatihg into the 

perches and toppling the boulders so that a swath of foreahorv is 

produced which in bare of perched boulders. 

The Characteristics of Perched Boulders 

The characteriStiC3 of a boulder are important in detemining 

whether it can become perched, Descriptions of these plWsical attri- 

butes (viz. size# shape,, inclination and orientation) are given in 

turn together with assessments of their influence in the perching 

Process. Because the coastline is retreating, perched boulders far 

from the cliff foot can be assumed to have a longer history than those 

near the cliff, The surface roughness of the foreshore =kes it 

unlikely that rip currents are sufficiently strong at Lingrow to carry 

seawards boulders which are large enough to become perched* Movement 

of boulders landwards confuses any relationship between distance from 

the cliff and boulder age, 

I* The Size of Boulders - The size of each boulder was estimated 

from the product of its three principal axes. Three samples of data 

exist (namely, perched and free boulders in the perched boulder area 

and those boulders in the boulder beach) arA there are significant 

differences (at the 0,01 level) between each pair of size-frequenoy 

distributions. Perched boulders are on average the largest of the 

three types while those boulders found in the boulder beach are the 

smallest. This result implies that as the boulder beach retreats with 

the coastlines large boulders remain behind and become perched while 

most smaXler ones are perched for only a short times if at all# and 

generally form the population of free boulders., By comparing the 

percentage distributions for perched and free boulders and by adding 

the smaller value for each class it is concluded that 64.8 per cent of 
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the free boulders are sufficient3jy large to become parched., Similarly 

37.9 per cant of 'those in the boulder beach are eligible to become 

perched but they have not been exposed long enough for this to have 

happened. The existence of bare perches indicates that some of the 

free boulders in the perched boulder area have been dislodged., 

There is no correlation of perched boulder size with distance sea- 

wards but if those boulders larger than 30u. m, are exoludedp i. e. ones 

which are rarely moved# a relationship is revealed. The regression 

equation between mean boulder size (Y) in 10m zones and distance sea- 

ward in 

1.5372 - 0.0107x (r = -0-8761) 
Hance,, parched boulders tend to become smaller seawards though very 

large ones still occur* since the movement of boulders is predominantly 

landwardat this trend is unlikely to be the consequence of the trans- 

porting of small boulders towards the sea, Therefore the relationship 

must be the result of the increasir4g history ands, thus, greater period 

available for the erosion of the boulders which are now parched, Such 

boulders are usually above the influence of corrasion by free boulders, 

so erosion can occur only when they are not perched, This will take 

the fom of corrasions, or more effectively, fracturing especially 

during their dislodgement from the top of the perch. Very large 

boulders are likely to be dislodged very infrequently so that they 

show little reduction in size. As free boulders can be eroded con- 

stantly it is not surprising that most of them are less than one cubic 

metro in size and this parameters, except in the case of the largest 

boulders,, shows no reduction towards the sea, 

2. The Shape of Boulders - Zingg diagrams for perched boulders,, f roe 

boulders and boulders in the boulder beach are shown in Figs* 6.6a, 
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6.6b and 6.7a rOSPOctivOlY, All but one (Lea 0*9 per cent) of the 

points for perched boulders lie within the limitir)g ratios of e/b 

0-250 and b/a = 0.375, va2ues which are very close to the liating 

ratios found for the boulder beach at Hawsker Bottoms (Fig. 6.1a). 

OnlY 4.8 per cent of boulders in the beach have shapes that fall out- 

side theza limits. This indicates that shape is not Important initial3, y 

in determining vhether a boulder can become perched. However, 15.6 per 

cent of the free boulders lie outside the limits and most of these are 

oblate,, i. e. the c-axis is small relative to the other two. Boulders 

rest on their largest (i. e, ab) face because it is the position of 

greatest stability. Corrasion of this face by movement of the boulder 

over the shore platform reauces the length of the c-axis thus Producing 

smaller c/b ratios for free boulders in the perched boulder areas than 

for those boulders still trapped in the boulder beach. Boulders with 

low c/b ratios also exert the least'vertical pressures so sliding is 

easier than for other shapes. In contra-st. 9 equiaxial boulders exert 

the most vertical pressure and also have the least surface area relative 

to their volume with the result that the greatest %ave pressure per 

unit of mass must be applied to initiate movement* 

3,, The Inclination of Boulders - The incilinaýion of boulders,, which 

is the angle of their long axes to the horizontal in the direction of 

dip, has little influence on their developmento, There is no statistically 

significant difference between the frequency distributions of the dips 

of boulders in the boulder beach,, of the perched# and of the free 

boulders. All categories have a high frequency at less than 10 degrees 

(68.8 per cent of free and 61.3 per cent of perched boulders, and 56.6 per 

cent of those in the boulder beaoh)o Therefores, most boulders have been 

moved into stable positions by the sea before perching occurs, 
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4. The Orientation of Boulders - Orientation from true north was 

measured in the direction of dip of the long axis. A rose diagram for 

the perched boulders is given in Fig* 6-7b from which it can be seen 

that a large proportion (62-per cent) are orientated at more, thEkn 

45 degrees to the seaward direction. ýThis implies that a favourable 

orientation for perched boulders is with the intermediate (ao) cross- 

section facing the direction of wave attack. It is not clear why this 

is so but the distinct modality of the rose diagram svggest3 that the 

orientation of the boulder is an important factor in the perchipg 

process* 

The MMbedding of'Boulders 

Although-a boulder's physical characteristics influence,, to a 

greater or lessor extent# its ability to become perchea and to resist 

dislodgement by waves,, it is doubtful whether any smooth boulder 

re3ting on the top of a peroh would stay in position for long. A3.1 

the parched boulders at Lingrow are embedded in their shale perches* 

Embedding is probab4 dependent on the roundness (i. e. smoothness) of 

the boulder as well as on the hydrodynamic factors (e, g. size and shape).. 

influencing the ease vith which it can be vibrated by impinging waveso 

Unfortunately,, the amount of embedding cannot be measured with accumoy 

because the maximum penetration of the shale may be in the centre, of the 

perch in most cases, Thus it may be the crudity of the data in this 

study which has not allowed the idantification of significant correlations 

between the amount of embedding and other 'variables. However* this lack 

of relationships may have also been caused if the process is most active 

at its commencementp the rate of embedding then decreasing to a negligible 

amount because only larger and larger waves are able to vibrate the 

boulder as it becomes more tightly embedded. Neverthelessl waves of 
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iý great magnitude are moxv likely to dislodge the boulder than to embed 

it further. A decreasing rate of embedding may also hide a positive 

correlation 
-between 

this process and boulder size. Although this 

relationship might istill hold for very large boulders they are unlike3, v 

to become perched because the Grey Shales are not structurally competent 

to withstand the forces involved. The two biggest boulders at Lingrow 

(but not in the study area) each of which is about 20cu, m, in volume, 

do not rest on perches but are deeply embedded in the share platfom 

for perhaps this reason. 

Roundness is important in embedding because secondary corners 

allow the mass of the boulder to exert more pressure on parts of the 

shale beneath than can a smooth surface. Therefore embedding can take 

place at a higher rate, Also, once some embedding has occurredq an 

irregular surface has a gnater area than a smooth one producing more 

friction and increasing the resistance of the boulder to dislodgement. 

Roundness in very difficult to quanldfy; for this studyq boulders were 

subjectively classified according to thelcategories suggested and 

depicted Iq Pettijohn (1957), 

Almost all perched boulders are extremely angular but the narrow- 

nesi and sharpness of the secordary comers suggest that the surface 

roughness hu been produced after the perching Of the boulder, This 

roughening may be by weathering of sand grains due to salt cr73talliSation 

and to sub-aerial weathering processes# ar; y variations in the degree of 

cementation of the rock being etched out. It is probable# however# that 

most of the roughening is carried out by limpets during their scraping 

of the rook surface in search of their algal food. Limpets can be found 

perfectly fitting depressions half a centimetre or more deep* This 

secondu7 roughening gives dislodged boulders a high probability of 
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becoming embeaaea in the shore platform once agains the necessary 

first stage in the process of perching. 

units have been established at eleve'n'sites on two of the 

parched boulders at Lingrow in an attempt to measure the rates of 

erosion. The total measurement period of seventeen months is thought 

to be inadequate for differences in rates due to lithological. and 

environmental variations to have become apparent. The mean erosion 

rate for the units for the period 7 November 1970 to 18 April 1972 

was 8.7 x 10-3 inches, the range being 1#0 x 10-3 to 19,0 x 10-3 

inohe3. 

Tbough surface roughness as extreme as that exbibited by the 

parched boulders is not common in the population of free boulder3j, 

36-7 per cent of tbem were still classified as angular with 33.6 per 

cent sub-angular and 27., 4 per cent sub-rounded. The high proportion 

in this last class is due to the considerable corrasion wrought by the 

free boulders upon each other. It is also high in the boulder beach 

(33-8 per cent) while 48.2 per cant of these boulders are sub-angulare 

It is concluded, thereforep that despite the higher degree of roundness 

of non-perched boulders# over 65 per cent of them are sub-angular or 

angular and are probably capable of becoming easily embedded in the 

shore platform, assuming other factors are also favourables 

The Yorphology of Perches 

Perches exist solely because of the protection given to the shore 

platfom by embedded boulders, 88,2 per cent of perches have the same 

orientation as their incumbent boulderp and one-third of those where 

the directions are not the same occur in clusters with one parch merging 

into the next. 49.5 per cent of the perches have areas greater than or 

equal to that of the boulder but loss than 1.5 times. Only 1.7 per cent, 

have areas less than the horizontal area of the boulder. 
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The ratios of the respective principal axes of perohes and 

their parched boulders do not yie2d the same frequency distributions, 

The differences are significant at the 0.05 levels the number'of 

occurrences of the ratio of width of perch to width of boulder 

exceeding 1.7 being higher than the qccurTences above the same value 

for length of perch to length of the boulder, This means that the 

length3 Of the perches tend to be shorter than their widths measured 

relative to the corresponding parameters of the boulders. This anomaly 

is probably due to the truncation of perches by joints$ there bdng a 

greater chance of joints passing through the long axis than the short 

axis. In facts, almost all peroh93 have, been affected in parts by the 

quarrying of joint-bounded blocks., 

Together with six vertical profiles down which M, E, U. units were 

installed,, profiles were traced f rom those parts of fourteen different 

perches where no blocks have been quarried. The tracings were made 

using the flexicurve technique described in Chapter 4, The upper end 

of each profile is at the boulder/parch junction while the lower 

extremity is the easily recognisable-sharp change in gradient at the 

shore platfoxm. which is almost horizontal. In Fig# 6,8 scale reductions 

of the profiles are superimposed with their lowest points at a common 

origin, The profiles fall for muchs, if not an, their lengths into a 

narrow band, the mean angle being about 16,5 degrees, This indicates 

that the forms of perches in sections in contrast to their shapes in 

plans, are due to the characteristics of impinging waves and to some 

extent to the nature of the shale in which they are developed, rather 

than to the properties of their perched boulders. In the highest parts 

Of the tallest perches the surfaces gradually steepens someftmes to 

vertir. a3ity; the reason for this win be discussed later. 
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The Development of Perches 

The top of each perch has been radueed unevenly by the embedding 

of its boulder so the height of the perch can be only approximated by 

measuring the distance between the highest visible point of the perch 

and the, general level of the shore platform which has a very low angle 

in most of the study area (about 0.6 degrees). A scatter diagram of 

the maximum height of each perch plotted against its distance seaward 

of the datum line isgiven in Fig. 6.9, those points where the platform 

slopes sharply having been omitted. It is apparent that over abort 

distances the heights of pezvbea vary considerably. Certainly there 

is no evidence for a constant perch height as would be required if the 

perches were created by the weathering of the inter-perch shale in 

periglaoial times. In order to explain the mariced fluctuations in 

perch height it is concluded that the perches vary in age# 

The scatter of points in Fig. 6,9 reflects the influence of 

two chronological variables as well as marq other factors. Distance 

from the datum line is a measure of the period during which the parched 

boulder has been available for perching ands therefores may indicate the 

number of cycles of perching through which it has passed* The height 

of the perch on which the boulder rests shows the length of time during 

which the perched boulder has been in its present cycle. At the datum 

line parched boulder complexes are just beginning to form. As far as 

21m, the heights of the highest perches increase* Complexes with 

smaller perches may be in a later cycle if the boulders are small or 

they may have been initiated later* At 22m the highest perch is found 

and there is a marlmd discontinuity in maximum perch height. From this 

point to 34m this parameter again increases; this is the second cycle 

of perching, The pattern is repeated from 35m seawards where the third 

cycle occurs* The height of the very tallest perches (at 21m,, 34M and 

51m) in each cycle decreases steadily, perhaps due to the reduction of 
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boulder size with age, the reduction taking place during the period3 

of dislodgement. 

It is not imediately clear why$ with all other factors being 

favoumble,, am aximm perch height should exist, The ratio of Ahe 

height of the perch to half the length of its base is the tangent of 

its anale of slope, The correlation coefficient (0.7524) between this 

variable (y in degrees) and the height of the perch (x: in metres), which 

can be interpreted as the length of the present perching cycle, is 

significant at a level higher than 0.001. The regression equation is: 

7=7.4098 + 28-53.29x 

This indicates that, as the perch grows higher,, its base,, though growing 

areally, becomes relatively waaller, Such a tendency will probably 

make the whole perch and its boulder more un3table as ita centre of 

gravity will be lifted. 

Apart from some sman lowering of the highest point of a perch 

by the embedding of its boulder, this upper extremity is static, the 

perch increasirg in height by the erosion of the surrounding shore 

platform. in Fig. 6.10 fourteen vertical profiles of perches are 

superimposed with their highest points at a common origin. As the 

height of a perch is correlated with its aget these sections can be 

viewed as a developmental sequence, Excluding the three smallest 

profiles (numbers 1,, 2 and 3)# pro tempores the positions of the lowest 

ends of the remaining profiles are described by the equation: 

y=0.4832x - 4,4179 (KB. the position of the origin) 

The correlation coefficient (0.8083) is significant at the 0.005 3-evel. 

This best-fit line makes an angle of 25,80 degrees with the horizontal; 

if the deviant points 23 and 14 are excluded, the line has a slope of 

37-95 degrees. Tbus a unit lowering of the shore platform produces a 

horizontal extension of the perch by a distance of about 1.3 to 2.0 
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units* The above equation implies that Just after its initiation,, 

the horizontal length of a profile down the perch will be 9cm,, or 

32cmif points 13 and 14 are diaragardedo values which are difficult 

to explain. A better model postulates that the lowest point of a perch 

Profile follows a path at about 16.5 degrees to the horizontal (thus 

including points 1,, 2 and 3) until it is about 20cm below the leveL 

-of 
the top of the perch (state 3 in Fig. 6,11a). During this period 

the actual perch surface is lowered very little; after this# the point 

foIlows a path of 25 to 38 degrees and the surface of the profile is 

lowered in a parallel rectilinear fashion (stages 4 and 5 in Fig. 6, na) 

As the lowest point of the profile follows the 25 to 38 degree pathp 

the maintenance of a segment of the profile. at about 16.. 5 degrees 

necessitates a similarly angled path for a point near the upper extremity 

of this segment, Since the highest point of the Perch is fixedi, the 

amount of embedding of the boulder with respect to the height of the 

perch being negligible, a steeply inclined surface is produced in the 

highest part of the perch. If the c. 16.5 degree segment extends in 

length this upper part win be even steeper. It is probable that$ as 

the perch grows in height, the 16,5 degree segment will evolve to a 

slightly lower gradient and,, in fact, the whole profile becomes more 

concave with age. Such a form does not exist in the cases of profilez 

3.3 and 34., perhaps because of geological factors, 

The means whereby the shale is eroded to form perches are irilicated 

by M. E. M. data. The tall perch marked A in Fig. 6.5 is up to 92cm 

high; a photograph of it fo=s Fig. 6.11b. Five M. R. M. units were 

installed down the side and one on the shore platform facing Port 

Vulgrave on 13th November 1970 and six doym the side and one on the 

shore platform facing Runswick Bay on 8th November 1970- A small perch# 
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boulder height of shore platform at 
each stage 

Z-7 ------ stage 1 
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40ý perc h 

-------- stage 2 
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N ------ stcge 5 

le 50j 
CM. 25 .0 to 38* 

Fig-6-11a A model for the development of the perch profile 

Fig. 6-11b The perched boulder complex marked A in Fig. 6-5 
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not in the study area mhown in Fig., 6.5t was also instrumented on 

, ý2 t these dates. Using the 'ests it is concluded that the differences 

between the amounts of erosion shown by successive readings at each 

point at the small and large perches are statistically significant 

at the 0ý, 10 level only. High positive and negative values are more 

co=on at the large than the small perch because of the more gentle 

slopes at the former as will be shown later, The differences between 

the data at the shore platform sites around each of these perches are 

also not significant. Therefore the two perches may be considered to 

be not'radically different, 

Variations in the level of the rock surface relative to the first 

reading at each M. E. M. point at the large perch are shown in Fig. 6.12. 

Some points, for example at units 4# 81 11 and 13, show little variation# 

but at others sharp changes occurred in the readings during the stucýr 

period. At a number of points, e. g. Us 5A9 IOA8, JoBj, lOCv M and 12Bq 

erosion readings are alternately positive and negative (this is 

particularly so of 12B). The amplitudes of tbese movements preclude 

the possibility of their being due to measurement errors. The only 

wrplanation for this erratic behaviour is that the shale lmninae on 

which the readings are taken were being knocked up and down by waves. 

Though the perch is far from a sandy beach the platformp especial3, y in 

summr when the sea is at its calmest,, is often covered with a thin 

layer of fine-grained mud, This mud, on being thrown into suspension,, 

may easily become trapped beneath uplifted laminae causing them to 

remain wedged up. It is possible that the amplitude of oscillation 

increases with time until the fragment of shale is freed from the per" 

Points 9A and 9B are obvious examples of the erosion of shale fragments 

from the percho the erosion at each of these points being over 0.1+ inches* 

However# because of the brevity of the measurement period in relation to 
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the average rates of perch erosion, it is not easy to say in other 

cases whether apparent erosion of,, say,, 50 x 10ý3 inches is the result 

of the removal of a shale fragment or just a major downward knocking 

of it. It is interesting that at points 12A arA 12B, once at least one 

fragment was removeds others were quickly eroded from below in 

subsequent erosion periods. Differenoes between the summer and winter 

M. E. M. data are not significant buty as almost all perches have been 

Partly deformed by the removal of joint-bounded blocks# erosion of 

perches is probably highest during winter. 

The spatial variation of erosion is rather diverse since the 

M. E. M. points in eadh unit are 8ufficientlv far apart to be concerned 

with different shale fragments and since the period of erosion measure- 

ments vas comparatively short, The variability is reduced to acme 

extent by averaging the three values of total erosion in each unit. 

The resulting figures for the large perch are shown in Fig. 6#13; 

because of the tirq amount of erosion compared with the size of the 

perch it has been necessary to use tw scales in this diagram. The 

erosion of the low-angled part of each profile is much greater than 

that of the high-angled section. Excluding units 1 and 7 which are on 

the shore platforms the qquation 

y= 58-05 - 363.0)rl %here y= mean erosion/unit (xl6ý3inch/year) 

x= angle of suxface of unit 

explains 97-89 per cent of the variation and is extremely significant 

at the 0,001 level but use of the reciprocal transformation skews 

the data with respect to both variables to such an extent that this 

exact relationship is viewed as tentativep though points representing 

the mean erosion at five of the seven units on the small perch conform 

closely to the regression line also, It, seems logical, however, that 
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erosion should be highest on low-angled surfaces since the sha3a 

laminae which split into fragments are almost horizontal. On such 

surfaces# the fragments cannot be held in position by partly over- 

lying fragments as they can if they crop out on a steep surface, This 

may'explain the maintenance of a segment inclined at about 16-5 degrees 

on most profiles, Another factor is important, however; on the rather 

Bantle slope on the boulder side of the joint which cuts the Runswick 

Bay flank of the large parch, erosion has been negligible. This may 

be due to the brevity of the measurement period or to the fact that 

the exposed joint plane is smooth so the ability of waves to got under 

and lift up shale fragments is much reduced. On the other hands the 

sharp slopes leading down from the gentle inclinS3 on each side of the 

perch are rough with the result that the projecting corners concentrate 

wave energy towards the cracks between the laminae, The low amounts of 

erosion at the units (I and 7) on the shore platform are attributed to 

the low slope of this landform which inhibits the drying of the sh&19 

and thus the expansion-contraotion process discussed in Chapter 3. 

Small values of erosion which, nevertheless$ are higher than might be 

expected from the relationship given above have also been registered 

for the highest units (6 and 13) at each aids of the large perch. If 

these values are not due to error it is difficult to see how they could 

have been produced aims corrasion is most unlikely and quarrying must 

be negligible on such steep surfaces. It might be that some of this 

erosion is done by limpets, Biogenic erosion has been advocated as a 

pr, oces3 in the formation of shore platforms by Emery (1946)0 McLean 

(1967) and Healy (1968a). 
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-Conclusions 
This chapter has sbown that the three main categories of super- 

ficial deposit on the shore platform in north-ea3t Yorkshire may each 

fonow*a discrete path of evolution. Thus free boulders in a boulder 

beach may become imprisoneds perhaps forming a cuirass which is 

eventually broken up allowing the boulders, though considerably 

modified, t to become free once more* The components of a beach may 

become cemented and when they are liberated from the conglomerate they 

may be far seaward of the now cliff foot, Boulders may also become 

perched, only to be dislodged from their shale pedestals at come later 

date. 

Howevers these throe clasSe3 of phenomena are also interlinkea. 

Boulders initial2y become perched because they am constrained in their 

abilities to move latera34 by their neighbours, In time they become 

embedded in the shore platfom and no longer require this impediment 

to movement. Therefore perched boulders are rarely seen near the cliff 

foot; they are most frequent towards the seaward edges of boulder 

beaches where there are also fewer free boulders avai2able to corrade 

and destroy the shale perches* Perched boulders aro,, therefore, 9 the 

residues of a boulder beach which has passed landwards with the recession 

of the cliff foot. Dei5truction of the perches may a2low the freed 

boulders to be swept landwards to rejoin the boulder boach,, or new 

perches may be formed. I 
Those conglomerate patches that are most resistant to erosion 

contain imprisoned boulders* Also the longer the time period during 

which the conglomerate remains unwashed by the sea, the greater will 

be the degree of cementation, The best protection for a talus cons is 

afforded by a beach of large boulders which can be moved little by 
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impinging waves and which exert much friction on tbem, Areas of 

cemented material are, therefore$, the result of favourable conditions 

on both the foreshore,, which controls the erosive power of waves at 

the c3iff foot, and on the cliff from where the rate of fall of 

material determines whether accumulation of talus can occur. 

It is concludedq therefore;, that the initial nature of the 

boulder beach has considerable influence on its own development. 

The probability is small that imprisoned or perched boulders will 

evolve from a beach of free boulders with low densitri, the categor7 

of boulder beach which is the most common in north-ea3t Yorkshire, 
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CHAPTER 7 

A CARTOGRAMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE COASTLINE 
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Introduction 

It has been shown in previous chapters that the character of 

the cliff and shore platform varies in zection at different points 

along the coastline* The reasons for these variations are partly 

geological and partly due to differing erosional conditions at the 

cliff foot, Although the discussion so far has been mainly concerned 

with morphology in the vertical plane the shape of the coast also 

alters in the third dimensio no Of the two coastlines defined in the 

first chapter, "upper" and *basal". the one produced directly by 

marine erosion is the one of primary interest* Hencep wherever the 

torm "coastline" is used. in the present chapter, it refers to the 

"basal coastline". 

At the smallest scale the coastline between Ravenscar and 

Saltburn forms a protrusion into the North Sea but, since this is 

related to the pattern of major tectonic domes and basins# it probably 

has little relevance to the coastal erosion System, At the other 

extreme, the minutest crenelations of the coastline mv related to the 

fracture -patterns of the rook and are also unlikely to have much influence 

on the system under investigation. Hence it in the objective of this 

chapter to examine th! e morphology and development of the coastline 

at interzediatS scales in order to #3cover. the major influences 

causing variations in form, Of special interest in the importance 

of the nature of the cliff foots since this is deemed to be significant 

to the development of other physical features. 

Even a brief look at any nap of a coastline shows that it is very 

sinuous, The coastline is indented by very aarW small bays and these 

can occur within larger =SS* In addition,, the size and shape of both 

bays and headlands are varied. In order to rationalise this variation 

it is necessary first to delimit objectively the features which 

constitute the coastline and then to quantify their characteristics. 
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The conceptual model used for this analysis recognise3 that 

headlands and bays alternate along the coastline and together 

constitute the whole of it* A bay is defined as a segment of coast- 

line which is concave to the sea while a headland is convex in this 

direction. One of the properties of such a bay is that lines drawn 

normal to its outline converge seawards while normals to a headland 

diverge seawards. These properties allow the practical subdivision 

of any coastline. However, because of the infancy of the analytical 

technique only bays have been-examined in great detail in this study. 

The Spacing of the Normals- 

The spacing of the noxvýa13 is of crucial importance to the order 

of the feature being defined ("order" refers to the degree of general- 

isation of the coastline). Fig- 7.1a illustrates a headland HG pro- 

truding perpendicularly by half a unit distance fron the section Of 

coastline FG. A chord of length x (denoting the separation of normals) 

is laid from the tip of the headland at H to some point between F and G. 

As x varies,, the angle CC changes and the graph in Fig- 7-lb results. 

This graph is assymptotic to the X-axis indicating that with increasing 

x the influence of the headland on normal orientation beccme3 markedly 

reduced and is small after the x value of about three unitas i*e. 

separation of the normals six times the length of the headland* Therefore, 

in order to include small Coastline featurest the separation of the 

norMa13 must be small. They must also be equally spaced# otherwize 

headlands of the same size would influence their osientation differently. 

For the present study# the separation of the nomals was two- 

tenths of an inch and they were drawn on Ordnance Survey Third Edition 

1: 2500 County Series plans of circa 19279 Howev*rp for the coastline 
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Fig. 7-1a Variation in normal -orientation with spacing 
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between Whitby West Pier and Sandsend the First Edition (circa 1895) 

plans were used because the coastline was less changed by Man-made 

features such as sea walls at that time. The chosen spacing means 

that headlands and bays less than about seven feet long or wide have 

little influence on the orientation of the nom&13; features larger 

than 42 feet have total control. 

The practical method of normal-construotion was to place copies 

of the plans (on tracing paper) over graph paper with lines one- 

tenth of an inch apart. A point on the coastline was placed over a 

line-intersection on the graph paper and the tracing paper was 

manoeuvred until a point on the coastline lay over a line-Intersection 

two-tenths of an inch in a straight line from the first. A line was 

then drawn perpendicular to the line joining these two points and 

half way between then by tracing the line on the graph paper which 

was situated below this point on the tracing paper. The position Of 

the first normal was randomly selected. Where the mouth of a large 

stream interrupts the continuity of the coastline a randon point was 

chosen to start the construction of normals on the other side of the 

stream. 

The Ordering of 
__PlZs 

Fig- 7.2 illustrates a section of the north-east Yorkshire 

coastline which has been cartographically dissected into bays and 

headlands. It in plain that the bays at points T. Ug V1, W9 X1, Y 

and Z may be combined into the much larger bay called Deopgrove Wyke, 

This bay is said to have a higher order than its constituent bays. 

The method of coastline analysis already described can be 

extended so that the assignment of order values can take place on an 

obJective basis. It has been shown that by increasing the separation 
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of normals minor detail contributes less and less to the orientation 

of these lines. Therefore, normal3 with wider spacing delimit bays 

and headlands of higher order. Such bays may contain headlands of 

smaller order, and similarly a high order headland may contain low 

order bays. This is because the low order features have become 

insignificant at the higher scale of generali3ation being considered. 

Hence,, in a high order bay most normals still converge seawards* 

Bays defined by the comparison of the orientations of normals 

drawn two-tenth3 of an inch apart are termed first order bays. Bays of 

order 2 may be defined by the comparison of the outer two normals of 

double pairs of normals drawn two-tenths of an inch apart,, e. g. by the 

comparison of normals A and C in Fig- 7.2 - these two converge and so 

the section of coastline between them is a bay section of order 20 A 

plus sign is drawn at the base of the leading normal (C) to indicate 

convergence of the pair. The next double pair of normals (B and Ct and 

C and D) is then taken and B and D are compared - these also indicate 

a bay and another plus is drawn. The procedure is repeated using 

running double-pairs for the whole coastline, Similarlyp for bays of 

order 3. triple pairs of normals are takenp e. g. A and B, B and C9 C 

and D in Fig. 7,2. and the outermost normal& are o(xapared (A and D in 

this case). Diverging normals are marked by minus signs., 

The normals to the coastline having been drawn and the pairs of 

normals appropriate to the order being considered having been compared 

for convergence and divergence, the following procedural steps are used 

to identify bays and headlands: 

I. A run (i. e. a sequence) of plus signs is found. Sinoe a run may 

consist of any number of pluses, it might be possible (incorrectly) to 

identify a coastline as consisting of one high order bay because the 
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orientation of the normals is determined by minor features. It is 

therefore neoessary to use only runs longer than some value pro- 

portional to the order being considered. In the present study the 

value of 25 per cent was adopted, and so to identify order 20 bays 

runs of five or more pluses were foundo for order 16 bays runs of 

four or more PlUS63 and so on. For orders 2 and 1+ the minimum 

length of a run was two signs. 

2* Having found a run of pluses of at least the requisite minimum 

length, e, g. for order 8 at the Point V in Fig- 7-4 successive pairs 

of runs of pluses and minuses am compared and if the former is longer 

than the latter the pair is combined with the run first identified. 

If the runs are equal the next pair is considered. For examplej, going 

towards Sandsend Ness in Fig. 7.2 from the run at point Vj9 the next 

negative run consists of one sign and the next plus run also totals 

me. Hence, these two runs (pair 1) are equal and it is necessary to 

compare the next pair (2), The first run of minus signs (at U) is of 

length 2 and the next plus run (at point 3) i's 3, Therefore, the 

crenelations in the coastline between this run and point V which have 

produced diverging pairs of normalso and thus minus signs, are deemed 

to be insignificant at order 8 and this section of coastline is part 

of a bay. From point S towards Sandsend Ness the run of minuses is 

more than eight In length. This indicates that the limiting normal 

of the bay is the eighth from the last plus sign in the run at S. 

This is because pairs of normals were compared for convergence isucces- 

sively in a westerly direction and the plus or minus sign for the pair 

was drawn at the base of the leading nomal. Going away from Sandsen(I 

Nessp froin the run at point V,, pairs of plus and minus runs are com- 

pared until the western limit of Deopgrove Wyke is identified. 
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3- Having identified the limits of the bay a line is drawn between 

them to indicate the presence of this landfam. 

The procedure is repeated. to find, other bays of the same order 

and of other orders. Indeed,, the limit to the order of bay or head- 

land to be defined, in reached only when the outermost normals of the 

Pairs of normals are those at each end of the coastline being examined,, 

e. g., in the present -study 3,628 normals were drawn between Old Peak 

at Ravenscar and Saltburn so that the highest order feature recog- 

nizable, would be of order 3628 and would be a headland. Exactly the 

same procedure as that outlined for bays can be used for the identifi- 

cation of headlands except that runs of minus signs will be considered. 

There win be an overlapping of features equal to the order multiplied 

by the normal spacing, e, g, in order 8 bays a length of coastline 

8x 3%0 inch overlaps at each end of the bay with the headlands 

separating it from adjacent bays. To separate the features completely 

the aid point of this overlap may be used as the boundary; this 

modification was not used In the present study. 

Where the mouth of a stream interrupts the coastlines a line is 

drawn between the end points or the lowest order bays identified on 

the marine-eroded coastline* Normals are then drawn to this straight 

line. This means that the influence or the river mouth is eliminated 

and yet ensures that rivers flow into bays which they generally do. 

In north-east Yorkshire only four river mouths had to be dealt with 

in this way. 

An Alternative Ordering Procedure 

The use of the method described above for the identification of 

bay& and headlands requires that only one set of normals, two-tenths 
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of an inch apart,, need be drawn along the coastline. An alternative 

and, perhaps,, more logical procedure to define (say) bays of order 2 
2 

would be to draw normals 2x /10 inch apart along the coastline. 
2 For bays of order 3. nOrMal3 3x /10 inch apart are drawn and so on 

for higher orders. This method clearly involves much more work than 

the procedure adopted here. In addition,, it is not a modus operandi 

which can be easily developed for use on a computer as can the present 

method. Nor are longer runs of like signs developed so it is still 

necessary to amalgamate short runs Ybich are less than some arbitraz7 

minimum with runs that are longer than this figure. For these reasmsp 

this alternative method of ordering is considered no further. 

Coastline Parameters 

Bays and headlands possess several characteristics* Width is 

defined as the length of the chord joining the lateral points (1 and 3 in 

Fig- 7-3a). The lengt of a bay is the length of the longest perpendicular 

from the chord to the coastline. The are& is then the space enclosed by 

the chord and the coastline; it was measured in this study with a polar 

planimeter. The orientation of a bay is the deviation from true North 

of the perpendicular to the chord. Bay shape can be measured in a 

number of different ways. The ratio of length to width is termed kurtosis 

while the ratio (less than leO) of the lengths of the eastern and western 

segments of the chord provides a measure of the skewness of a bay. The 

shape of a bay can also be compared with basic geometrical forms by 

calculation of the ratio of the area of the bay to the area of the 

geometrical figure fitted through the points numbered 1,, 2 and 3 in 

Fig- 7-3a. In this study three such ratios have been derived; they are 

the circular area ratio (CAR), the triangular area ratio (TAR) and the 

rectangular area ratio (RAR)e 

0 
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Having calculated the triaroaar (TAR). circular (CAR) and 

rectangular (RAR) ratios for each bay,, the ratio nearest to 1.000 

ascribes that bay to that basic shape (bays in which the CAR is nearest 

to 1.000 are termed arcuate rather than circular bays). These three 

ratios are, of course, closely related, in particular, the rectarealar 

ratio being always double the triangular ratio, The relation of these 

two to the circular ratio is slightly more variable, A scatter diagram 

of CAR values plotted against TAR Values for order 16 bays is shomn in 

Fig. 7*3b and it is basically the same for other orders. The relevant 

equations for the relationship aret 

Y= 0-034 + 0.642ix 

(r 2= 85.10%; significant at 0.001) 

0.1279 + 1.326. tr 

where y= CAR and x= TAR 

Por most of this study the CAR parameter is used sines the 

circularity of a bay is of more interest than its triangularity* 

The Meaning of "Ordee 

Before discussing. the form and development of bays in north-east 

Yorkshire it is necessary to examine more closely the meaning of "order". 

By using the procedure alruady outlined for the delimitation of bays it 

is possible to state that bays at a certain order are parts of the 

coastline with a fixed value of complexity, With inczeasing order,, 

greater generalisation in achieved so that, for instance$ a headland at 

one order may become incorporated into a bay at higher orders. For this 

to happen the bay must be larger than the loter-order landforms that it 

contains so there should be a correlation between bay area and order. 

This relationship in shown in Fig, 7.4a where the mean area of all bays 

at each order is plotted against order. The curve is paraboloid: 

7=2.7912 + 0.32322 (r2.99,80%; aignificarit at 0.001) 
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However, it is different for each basic shape of bay; the regression 

equations are. - 

for arcuate bays: y=1.5986 + 0.53Mx 2 (r 2= 99,84%; 
significant at 0.001) 

22 for triangular bays: y=o. 186ox . 0.0540 (r = 99.70;, 
significant at 0,001) 

for rectangular bays: insufficient data 

The reason. for these differences will be discussed later# It can be 

concluded therefore that the order of a bay is closely related to its 

area as well as to the degree of generalisation of the coastline. If 

it can be ass=ed that area is a chronological parameterl order can be 

Sim4larly described; this ass=ption is the ergodic bypothesis (Morley 

and Kennedy 1974 p. 277). For it to be strictly valid all the bays 

at each order should grow at the same rate. The next chapter will show 

that data for this subject are not particularly reliable since they 

c over a period of only 34 years for the whole coastline. Within a few 

years it will be posaible to have data for about 74 years but even this 

is probably too short since "retreat at the same rate" must be viewed 

in relation to some time scale allowing short-te= variations to 

eventually cancel out. Therefore there is no way in which to test the 

ergodic JVpothesis. However$, the general uniformity of the shales being 

eroded in north-east Yorkshire suggests that the geological conditions 

are conducive to the 1; ypothesis. Hence it is.. perhapso wisest to 

regard area as being only loosely correlated with time. 

At timess order mar be unpredictablep yielding a =aner bay than 

one at the same site of lower orderp e. g. orders 8 and 12 bays in 

Fig. 7.2; these differvnees may be due to very localised vorbitions in 

no=al-orientation and# In any caseq are ram, Despite such small 

imperfections, the method is consistent in its task of generalisation. 
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In Fig- 7.4b the r=ber of identified bays (excluding those with 

negligible area) is plotted against order. The equation for the curve 

is: 

Y= 34.2544 + 817.6896 xr2= 99.9Wq- significant at 0,001) 

The fall in the number of bays is very rapid at low ordersp but decreaseI3 

at higher orders. Since area and order are closely correlated., but the 

former is the easier variable to understand,, area will be usually used 

in this. study in preference to order. The differences in relationships 

with other variables are small,, e. g. slightly curvilinear graphs 

replacing rectilinear ones and vice versa, 

The Morpholor ,V arA Development of Bays 

The forms of bays vaZy in a continuum centred around some average 

CAR value which depends on the order of the bay. A scatter diagram 

(Fig. 7-5a) of CAR plotted against area for each bay of order 4 reveals 

that arcuate bays differ from the other two types in their size as well 

as their shape. The distinguishing parameter of triangular and root- 

angular bays is morphology but for arcuate bavst size is more important* 

The three basic forms of bay also vary in proportion at each 

order (Fig- 7.5b). Arcuate bays are approximately constant at 40 per 

cant of all bays at each order, Rectangular baysp the most common form 

at order 2. diminish rapidly in number to zero at order 8 while$ conversely$ 

triangular bays increase in proportion until above order 8 theor are 

constant at about 60 per cent of bays. This implies that basic shapes 

remain constant with increase in area above order 8p i. e. that changes 

in shape are most severe in the early stages of development. 

This point can be moze closely examined by a Plot of CAR against 

the mean area of bays at each order (Fig. 7.6a)., Rectangular bays 
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rapidly become arcuate. Arcuate bays become more triangular initially 

but their shape stabilise3 at order 8 at a CAR value of 0.900 and is 

remarkably constant from then onwards. The precise evolution of 

triangular bays is not as clear. It is possible that they show a 

tendency toward circularity as shown in the diagram,, but the linear 

correlation between CAR and area for these bays leads to only 5.. 13 per 

cent explained variation which is significant at the 0.70 level only, 

Hence, these bays are rather random3, y distributed with respect to these 

two variables, 

It 13 unlikely that most bay3 win have the same basio 3hape and 

follow only one of the three paths described throughout their evolution. 

Fig- 7.5b shows that the fall in the proportion of rectangular bays up 

to order 8 is matched by a corresponding rise in the percentage of 

triangular bays. Banco, some rectangular bays will become arcuate wale 

mostj, together with some that were originally arcuate,, will become 

triangular, It is clear, however,, that above order 8 basic shapes change 

little# although Fig- Ma does show that arcuato bays grow much larger 

than triangular bays. 

The ways in which bVs grow in size are indicated by FU# 7.6b. 

The kurtosis of arcuate, bays increa3,03 with areap the rate of increase 

diminishing slightly as development proceeds, The relationship is 

fomulated by the regression equation: 

y= 0-1395 + 0.005689 Vx" r2.98.43A significant at 0*001) 0 
Therefore,, these bays do not develop at the same rate around their 

perimeter; their lengths increase faster than their widths, It was 

shown in Chapter 4 that Fourth Bight also lengthens much faster than it 

is widened owing to the orientation of its sides with respect to the 

direction of wave attack. The importance of orientation must be sub- 

stantial in bigger bays but erosion at their heads will also be enhanced 
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by stinall pebble beaches, Because wave refraction in increasingly 

possible in larger bays,, the differences in rates of erosion around 

their perimeters are reduced and the rate of increase of kurtosis also 

diminishes. 

At all orders the kurto3is of arcuate bays is higher than that 

of triangular bays. This explains the fact that arcuate bays are larger 

on average than others at each order. There is a slight trend for the 

kurtosi-s of triangular bays to decrease with increased size but the 

correlation coefficient (r = -0-7028) is not significant at the 0.05 

level (t = 1.9758; degrees of freedom = 4)* Hence the slight tendency 

that exists is for these bays to widen faster than they are lengthened 

Lee the angle made by their sides at the head of the bay increases 

with increase in sizes The frequency distributions of kurtosis values 

for these and for arcuate bays become increasirgly different with 

higher order and the diffennee becomes statistically significant (at 

the 0.05.4evel) at order 3.6, The differences between the histograms 

for reotazVAar bays and for the other two basic shapes are significant 

at order 4. The kurtosis of notangular bays decreases ver7 quicU7 

with increase in area implying that those bays which remain tectangular 

simply fail to develop; the reason for this is geological as will be 

shown later. 

The mean'skewne3a of each basic type of bay at each order shows 

no consistent trend with increase in area. At order 2, the frequency 

distribution of triangular bays is evenly spread througbout the range 

of skewness values (0,0 to 1,0), At order 4 there is a small mode at 

0.25 but at bighor orders the spread is again fairly even. Arcuate 

bays, however, show a strong mode so that up to, and including, order 8 

there is a significant difference (at 0.01) between these distributions 
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and those for triangular bays., The mods is at 0.65 at order 2 and 

0.75 at order Ji.. With higher orders the mode disappears and the spread 

of values is even. Rectangular bays differ significantly (at 0.005) 

from arcuate bays because of their strong mode at 0.95. The mode at 

order 4 is at 0.75 and the differences from arcuate bays are not 

significant though from triangular bays they are statistically' 

significant at the 0.02 level, Since the exact point'on the bay perl- 

meter marking the head of the bay is probably subject to chance 

variations in geology and as the kurtoais of all bays is low, i. e. they 

are more than five times wider than long, it is not surprising that 

skewness shows little correlation with increase in area* 

The orientation of bays has some effect on their morphological 

development. A frequency distribution (Fig. 7.7) of order 2 bays is 

an indication of the orientation of the whole coastline. It is normally 

distributed about the bearing 25 degrees from grid north and 99,25 per 

cant of the bays occur within the 210 degree sector from 310 to 3.60 

degrees. The coastline from Saltburn to Old Peak is about 3EkM long 

so that refraction of waves usually reduces the importance of orientation, 

However# it has been shown that the north-east Yorkshire coast is attunecl 

more to storm conditions than to those which are most frequent,, atoms 

from the sector between north and north-east being the most important. 

It may be coincidence that 52 per cent of the bays at order 2 lie 

within the sector 10 to 60 degrees but the proportion of bays increases 

by 21.8 per cent in the sector with higher orders and Fig. 7.7 shows that 

the most distinct modes at orders 8,, 12 and 20 are in the sectors 10 to 

30 degrees. The percentage of bays in the 3.0 to 60 degree sector is 

plotted against the mean area of the bays at each order in Fig. 7.60. 

The proportion of bays rises with area but from order 12 onwards the 
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rate of increase diminishes. Therefore, at low orders,, when bay 

shape and area (of arcuate bays) change moist rapid2y, their orientation 

tends to owing towards the sector from which the most vigorous waves 

come. Lewis (1938) on the Bristol Channel coast, Arbor (1940) In 

Cornwall and Devoa,, and Schou, (19,52) in Denmark have also shown,, by 

various methods,, that bavs become orientated perpendicular2y to the 

direction from which the most vigorous waves travel. Hencep it is 

concluded that storms axe important in shaping the coastlines as well 

as mazW other featureap in north-east Yorkshire* 

It has become clear in this discussion of bay morpholog3r and 

development that arcuate bays differ in marq respects from bay's which 

an basically triangular., It seems pertinent to ex=ine the proposition 

that environmental factors such as geological and cliff-foot conditions 

are important in influencing the form and development of bays, Since 

I geological variations am obscured to some extent by certain types 

Of cliff foot. eoge talus, the importance of the nature of the cliff 

foot will be investigated first. 

The Influence 
-of 

Cliff Foot Type 

Thme categories of cliff foot are recognisea for this study: 

1. "beach" cliff foot - this includes those parts of the basal 

coastline wbich are bar@ and those where easily movable super- 

ficial deposits such as sand and pebbles rest. 

2. boulder beaches - the bare cliff foot can be reached by the waves 

only after crossing areas of boulders of medium or high density 

(the meanings of these tems m given in Chapter 

talus . in this category the solid rock at the foot of the 

oliff is hidden by talus cones. These cones in turn are usually 

surrounded by thick spreads of large boulders. 
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The length of coastline fronted by each type of cliff foot in 

each bay was calculateaand the most important type was, used to 

characterise the whole coastline in that bay. Agains the three basio 

morphological classes of bay react in different ways to the same, 

factors, Arcuate bays are most common on sections of the coastline 

where the cliff foot is "beach* (Fig. 7.8 %). This is due to the fact 

that this category of cliff foot is the most common. Hence the absolute 

values of proportions in Figs. 7- 8a and b are irrelevant in this dis- 

cussion of the influence of cliff foot type on bay development. 
., 

However, this factor is most important as is shown by the trends of 

the relationships. Arcuate bays are able to grow unhindered where the 

cliff foot in "beach". The best-fit regression equation (excluding 

data for order 12 which deviates strongly) is-, 

Y= 49o2U9 + 9.6624xý r2= 95.18 per cent; significant at 
0.005) 

The increase in the proportion of bays is most rapid at orders 2 and 4 

confirming the conclusion reached earlier that shape changes most 

rapidly in the very early stages of bay development. Boulder beaches 

impede this development considerably so that the proportion of arcuate 

ba_va falls; the equation in 

7a 28-3782 - 0.0317x (r 2a 83.16 per cent; significant at 0.05) 

Talus further accentuates the decline in proportion so that at order 20 

no arcuate bays exist where talus constitutes most of the coastline. 

This relationship is expressed fo=a33, v as; 

21,5332 - : L, 4685VrX (r2 = 99.68 per cent; significant at 
00001) 

Again changes are most rapid at low orders. 

There iaa trend fo r the propo rtion bf triangular bay s to f all 

with increasing bay size where the cliff foot is "beach" but the scatter 
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of points is considerable so that the correlation coefficient is not 

significant at the 0.05 levele Again boulder beaches seem to impede 

an increase in the proportion of bays but this trend also is not 

-significant at the 0,05 level, Talus, howevers leads to a rapid 

increase in the proportion of triangular bays with increases in order 

and area. The best-fit equation is:. 

6.4538 + 8.1121xý (r 2= 99,04. per centj significant at 
0'. 001) 

The increase is most rapid at low orders. Talus is an iwreasinglyý 

important characteristic of triangular bays as they grow in size, and 

Yet the proportion of bays in this category is lower at each order than 

that where the cliff foot is "beach". This is partly due to the 

different sorts of cliff foot Included in this category, Division of 

arcuate and triangular bays into groups where the cliff foot is truly 

bare and where superficial deposits occur yields P19,7,8 C, Most 

bays contain sand or pebble beaches and the proportion increases with 

area, Arcuate bays with a predc=inant3, y bare cliff foot axv not common 

and decrease in proportion with greater size. This implies that arcuate 

bays tend to have beaches in them which encourage their development. 

Howeverp a high proportion of triangular bays also contain beaches. 

The relationship for bare triangular bays is most interesting and suggests 

thats initiallyt the absence of a beach encourages the production of 

triangular bays by the exploitation of rook weaknesses, Howeverq as the 

bays grow in size,, there is a greater tendency for material which is 

being transported by longsbore movement from outside the bay and*for 

debris falling from the cliff itself to bec=0 trapped in the bay. When 

the bay is sufficiently large for this to occur (order 8) it is also too 

large for its basic shape to be greatly altered by the increased erosion 

which the presence of the beach allows, Thusm the formation of arcuate 
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bays is encouraged by few geological variations and by the existence 

of a beach while triangular bays develop where there are structural or 

lithological weaknesses and/or where the cliff foot is bare and 

secondarily where the cliff foot is formed by talus coness These 

eliminate erosion of the solid rock leading to the deformation of 

the initial bay morphology since erosion will continue where the cliff 

foot is not so protected. 

The presence of talus, and secondarily$ boulder beaches at the 

cliff foot seems to be condacive to the development of rectangular bays 

whiles where the coastline is bare,, there is a rapid reduction in the 

number of them with increasing order,, probably because they develop 

into arcuate forms. The data for rectangular bays are insufficient, 

however, for confident generalisation. 
I 

The forms and morphological development of both arcuate and 

triangular bays are profound3, v influenced by thG tYPG Of cliff fOOt- 

Arcuate bayss where the cliff foot is "beach" have high circularity 

and this is maintained after a small initial fall as they grow in area 

(Fig- 7.9, a), The relationship is described by the equation: 
-L 

Y= 1*0551 - 0.0725x6 (x 84,67 per cent; significant at 
0.01) 

Boulder beacbes hinder erosion to a considerable extent so that bays 

of the same order as those where the cliff foot is bare are both 

smalIer and, as they growt their circularity drops sharply according 

to the equation: 

Y=1.1331 - 0-1335xý r2.93,43 per cent; signif icant at 
0-005) 

Those arcuate bays where the cliff foot is composed mainly of talus 

show a similar trena but the bays'are usually even smaller ana the 
fall in circularity is more rapid. Excluding the point for order 16 
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which deviates strongly from the trends, the equation is: 

-L 1-7788 - 0-7773Z 9 (r 2= 91.91 per cent; significant at 0.05) 

Therefore, arcuate bays which do not have the "beach" type at the cliff 

foot become increasingly triangular as they develop. 

An with other variables,, the relationships between mean CAR and 

mean area at each order for different types of cliff foot in trianVlar 

bays an not as clear as they are for. arcuate bays, Thus there is only 

a slight trend for "beach" triangular bays to become more circular and 

the scatter of points is large. The correlation of shape with size 

for bays lined with talus (Fig. 7., 9 b) 13 statistically significant 

(at 0.001) if the point for order 8 is excluded,, the regression equation 

being: 

(2 y-0.6760 + 0.0253xý r= 98.29 per cent) 

Hence., these triangular bays initially become more circular but their 

shapes tend to stabilise at a CAR value of about 0*67. Triangular bays 

fringed with boulder beaches rapidly become more arcuate; excluding the 

point for order 202 the equation: 

y=0.5384 + 0.0242xy 

explains 89.49 per cent of the variation and is significant at the 0.02 

level,, while if the point for order 1ý is excluded and that for order 20 

inciuded, the equation 

7=0.4725 + 0.0973x 0 

explains only 77.02 per cent of the variation and the correlation 

coefficient is not significant at the 0'. 05 level* It is most interesting 

that these triangular bays seem to develop towards circularity while 

those which are arcuate with the same type of cliff foot become 

increasingly triangular, This suggests that the basic shapes of bays 

can change when they are fringed with boulder beacbes if initially 

triangular or when the cliff foot is not the "beaolP type if arcuate. 

i 
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Therefore the nature of the cliff foot is very important to the 

morpholoey of bays. 

The type of cliff foot also affects the areal growth of bays. 

The relationships for arcuate bays between mean kurtosis and mean 

area for each type of cliff foot at each order are shown in Fig. 7.10a. 

The curvilinear affinity between the two variables for bays with a 

"beach" cliff foot is expressed by the equationi- 

.Ya0,2422 + 0.005657z' (r 2= 99,10 per c'ent; significant at 
01001) 

The rate of increase oftength relative to width diminishes with 

increase in area and the same tendency exists for bays with boulders 

at the cliff foot though the gradient of the relatio. aship is lower 

indicating some impedance of wave. action. The equation is: 

0.2502 + 0.0005224x (r 2= 69,19 per cent; significant 
at O. Q5) 

The correlation coefficient for those bpys lined with talus cones is 

not significant. 

The strorgly negative correlation (Fig. 7*10b) between mean 

kurtoais and mean area (excluding the data for order 12) for those 

triangular bay3 where the cliff foot in "beach" just fails to attain 

significance at the 0.05 level though 73-89 per cent of the variation 

is explained by the equation: 

y=0.3,562 - 0.0003612x 

The correlation coefficients for the other two types of cliff foot 

in trianVlar bays are not statistically significant. 

This discussion oil the influence of cliff foot type on the form 

and development of bays has revealed that the very different characters 

of arcuste and triangular bays can be correlated with the category of 

cliff foot to a considerable degree, Several of the relationships for 
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triangular bays would perhaps have been more certain if the degrees 

of freedom bad been higher. Certain2y the exclusion of points which 

deviate markedly from a trend is not vex7 satisfactory if complete 

objectivity is being aimed at, Such relationships must be considered 

to be tentative. Geological factors have been shown to be important 

in several instances and so it is necessary to examine the influence of 

these. 

The Influence of Geology 

Although the outcrop of different rock types influenC03 marine 

erosion indirectly through the production of different types of Cliff- 

foot superficial deposit,, it is the direct influence of geology which 

is of interest here. This influence is created by the varied resistance 

of the rocks to marine erosion either because of fundamental lithological 

differences,, e. g. the contrast between glacial deposits and 3andstoneq 

or structural variations of which joint systems are the moist important 

component in north-east Yorkshire, The influence of geology will be 

examined only in those bays where the cliff foot is the "beach" type 

in order to minimise the influence of the type of the cliff foot. The 

five geological subdivisions derived in Chapter 2. namely Lower Lias, 

Sandy Series, Ironstone Seriesp Upper Lias, and glacial depositsq are 

used In this analysis. There more than one subdivision crops out In a 

bay, the bay is assigned to the subdivision vith the largest outoropo 

There is a strong tendency for certain shapes Of bay to be developed 

in certain geological types. The frequency distributions of basic forms 

of bays at order 2 in G&bh geological category excluding the Sandy Series 

for uhich the frequencies are too ssmall,, are significant3, v different at 

the O. C5 level. The Lower Man shows an anomalously low frequency of 

triangular bays,, and the Ironstone Series has a high count of arcuate 

bays and a low one of rectangular bays while glacial deposits have a 
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vez7 low frequency for arcuate bays and a high one for rectangular 

bays. These differences are due to geological variations, Thus the 

Lower Lias, with no intensive Joint systems,, has comparatively few, 

triangular bays, the soft shales of the Ironstone Series allow arcuate 

bays to predominate and rectangular bays to be under-represented.. 

Glacial deposits, which produce mud flows and rotary slumps, allow 

parts of the coastline to be pushed seaward very unevenly and are 

conducive to the existence of rectangular bays. ' At order 4,, however, 

there is no significant difference between the frequencies of triangular 

and arcuate bays in each geological categorys ie, the influence of 

geoloa in reduced. 

The proportions of arcuate and triangular bays at each order 

existing on the geological types are plotted against their mean areas 

in Pigs- 7-11a and b respectively. It must be emphasized that the 

relationships pictured in these diagrams axe tentative owing to the small 

frequencies of bays in each category at middle and high orders - indeed 

in some cases the frequency is zero. Hences points which seem to deviate 

markedly from general trends have been ignored in plotting the relation- 

ships, For those reasons no statistical analysis has been attempted. 

It is clears, neverthelesso that different litbologies react in different 

ways. The variation of proportions between geological types is a mani- 

festation of tLe extents of their outcrops and* therefore# is not 

relevant, Howevers, the variations in the trends shown are pertinent 

to the discussion. In ? is. 7.11a each geological type has a peak in its 

trend which represents the point in its development when the coastline 

formed by that rock type is moat indenteas i, e. when lateral lithological 

and structural differences are at their most extreme. The differences 

between the Ironstone Series and the rest are the greatest. This series 
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has thick beds of soft shale separated by sporadic seams of thin 

hard izunstone which allow large arcuate bays to develop between them. 

The other geological types do not have this lithological contrast. 

Peaks also occur in the relationships in Fig- 7.21 b but in all 

cases they occur in smaller bays especiaLly in t1M cases of the Iron- 

stone Series and glacial deposits, The3e two classes, generally having 

little resistance to erosion, allow large boys to develop rapidly so 

that their proportions initially drop but later riseo 

Where the cliff foot is the "beach* type the morphological 

development of bays in controlled by geology alone (Figs. 7,12a and b)* 

Again, the trends ahown in these diagrams are tentative. The Upper 

Lia3 azml the Iron3tone Series have the most consistently circular 

arouate bays. Both the Lower Lias and glacial deposits produce 

arcuate bays which initially become more triangular but the rate of 

decrease in circularity diminishes with increased size. Bays in the 

Sandy Series become trianVlar. 

Trian&lar Upper Lias bays become more circular while those 

developed in the Ironstone Series and the Lower Lias soon attain stable 

fO=3* The shapes of triangular Sandy Series bays seem to have no 

relationship with ama while bays in glacial deposits seem to become 

very triangular. 

In mlmmary,, it can be concluded that the effects of geology on 

bay morpholoEy are varied* Changes in shape on each type of rock are 

most rapid while the bays are sma3-1, The geological categories can be 

ranked according to the degree of cixrularity of both their arcuate 

and their triangular bays in the following order: 
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1. Upper Lias 

2., Ironstone 3eries 

3- Lower Lia3 

4. Glacial depoait3 

5. Sancly Sez-1e3 

Geology also has marked effects on the relationships botween 

kurtosis and the size of bays (Pigs- 7-23a and b). There are few 

deviant points in these diagrams so that the trends are more reliable 

than the preceding ones. The geological types can be grouped into two 

classes according to their effects on the kurtosis of arcuate bays. 

In the first class (Sandy Series, Ironstone Series and Upper Lias) bays,, 

as they grow in size,, become more highly kurtic. In the second class 

(Lower Lias and glacial deposits) a peak in kurtosis is attained when 

the average size of bay its about 50 sq. cm, (on the 1. -2500 plans,. i. ee 

0.03125 sq. km. ) and then there is a rapid fall in kurtosis, This 

second class of bays also has lower values of kurtosis at almost all 

times than bays in the first class. The differences are due to the 

ability of the rocks to produce headlands. Thus the Lower Lias and 

glacial deposits, being relatively uniform and unresistants, are eroded 

at fairly uniform rates along their outcrop so that on2y small headlands 

(and bays) develop. The Sandy Series is the most resistant lithology 

at the cliff foot,, yielding large headlands and small bays which are 

most likely to develop along lines of weakness and in the softer 

argillaceous strata of the Serieso Similarly the ironstone seams of 

the Ironstone Series yield headlands. It is variations in the intensity 

of Joint systems wbich leads to headland development in the Upper Lias 

since,, despite its considerable thicknessl it is relatively uniform 

lithologically. 
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The relationships between kurtosijs and area f or triangular bays 

are similar to the second class defined for arcuate bays in that 

three of the five graphs have peaks,, maximum kurto3is being reacýed 

early. Exploitation of weaknesses in the rock can proceed only to a 

certain depth depending on the nature of the weakness and the size of 

the bay, after which erosion of the bay is more uniform around its 

perimeter, The kurtosi3 of triangular Sandy Series bays is unrelated 

to area while in Lower Lia3 bays kurto3i3 increases at a diminishing 

rate, 

The Location of Coastline Features 

The most prominent headlands on the north-east Yorkshire coast 

are formed In the moist resistant rocks, e. g. the ironstone seams at 

Old Peak,, Normanby Stye Battav Kettle Ness,, and Old Nabs and the Sandy 

Series at Castle Chamber and Cowbar Nab. Converselyt the most con- 

spicuous bays are out into the least resistant lithologyq the glacial 

deposits., They occur at Robin Hood's Bays Saltwick Bays Sandisend Wyke, 

Runswick Bay and at SkInni ngrove, Other prominent bays are bounded on 

cne or botý sides by headlands where resistant strata crop out,, e. g. 

Far Jetticks is out in shales of the Ironstone Series but to the south 

lie the Sandy Series and to the north ironstone seams. There iseem to 

be few bays which have been eroded because of weakening of the rock by 

faulting but some examples are Staithes Wyke and Rosedale Wyke (Howarth 

1955 and 1962 respectively has produced maps of these faults). 

Despite these obvious correlations between resistance to erosion 

and the existence of coastline features# many exceptions to this 

rel, ýtiýnship exist. There are no faults at Maw WYýe which is,, perhaps,, 

related to the'thick boulder'beaches that lie at each side of it though 
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not at its head, Similar2yq bays exist between Maw Výrke and Whitestone 

Point which are not obviously correlated with geological variations 

but perhaps with the superficial deposits on the foreshore. Many other 

small features (i. e. up to about order 8) are not obvious3, y due to 

geological factors. 

The 4nfllence of Man on the shape of the coastline has been I 

limited, Saltwick Nab and Black Nab have alum quarries cut into, them 

at low IeVG13 and iron mining has altez. *d the shape of Kettle Ness 

arxI Old Nab a 3. itt3. ev but these are isolated instances. With the 

construction of sea walls, especially wheze glacial deposits C270P Out,, 

.. eog. between whitby and Sandsend and at the vinage of Robin Hood's 

Bayo this influence might be expected to increase. 

The coastline, features of high pr4ar are aissociat9d, therefore, 

with geological factors, Nevertheless, it has been shown that the 

influence of the type of cliff foot is most important In both the 

morphological and the anal developments of bays. It is concluded that 

the location of coastline features is a product of geological variables 

but that their developmentq especially at low orderal and the location 

of small bay3 and headlands are highly influenced by the type of 

cliff foot; 

Conclusions 

The now method of cartographical coastline analysis described 

in the first half of this chapter has allowed significant relationships 

to be identified not only in the evolution of the shape and area of bays 

but also between these variables and different environmental factors, 

Most bays, after attaining order 80 maintain their forms while growing 

in size by lengthening if arcuate or possibly by widening if triangular. 
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The development of arcuate bays is favoured by geological unif omity 

and by the presence of a beach; these bays are larger than those which 

are triangular, The existence of lithological or structural contrasts,, 

the absence of a beach,, or the occurrence of talus cones all favour the 

generation of triangular bays. The detailed evolution of bays is also 

controlled by the properties of the rocks into which they are out. 

These basic shapes can be chamed,, especially at low orders when 

evolution is towards the attainment of stable arcuate or triangular 

forms. At orders greater than 8. boulder beaches encourage the con- 

version of bays of one basic fo= into bays with a different basic 

morphology* This property of boulder beaches., which is also possessed 

by talus cones when they fringe arcuate bays, indicates that cliff foot 

type can act as a regulator in the evolution of bay morphology. Of 

course, the cliff foot type is itself subject to geological factors,, 

eog. no talus cones are generated where glacial deposits fom the 

whole cliff and the "beach" Vpe is more cn where the cliff is 

composed wholly of Lower Lias or the Iron-stone Series than it is where 

the Sandy Series or the Deltaic Sandstones crop out in it. The 

regulating action of boulder beaches and talus is due to their ability 

to impede drosion of the solid-rock-cliff foot. Erosion is rapid where 

they do not occur., leading to the indentation and deformation of arcuate 

bays. in triangular bays protection of the head of the bay allows 

erosion to be maintained along the sides, and partic ularly the central 

areas of the sides, so that the bay may become more arcuate. Alter- 

natively,, protection of the lateral end points of the bay allows the 

bay head to be widened by a sand or pebble beach., if it is present, so 

that greater circularity is again achieved, Since widenirg of the 
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mouth of the bay is hindered in this case, lengthening wi3-l also 

be impeded, Howevers as well as coastline featuress the type of 

Cliff foot &Uo evolves with the addition or removal of material so 

that bay development is also subject to the length of time over which 

a particular cliff foot exists. 

Although this chapter has been concerned with the f o= and develop- 

ment of the north-east Yorkshire coast3ine., the rate of retreat of 

this feature has not been discussed, This topic is the subject of 

the next chapter* 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE RETREAT OF US COASTLM 
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_ýat_roduction 

This chapter treats solely those changes in the coastline for 

which there are cartographic and instrumental data; changes in the 

fom of the coastline due to variations in sea level during post- 

glacial time are not analysed. It is possible to estimate rates of 

erosion at certain points along the coast by other means* Scattered 

through literature dealing with the study area are references to the 

loss of a few houses here and a few there* Thus$ mention is made of 

the loss of 16 houses at Staithes (Mee 19429 p. 228)., of the cata- 

strophic landslip at Run3wick in about 1700 when ver7 many houses 

were destroyed (Flatcber 1901,9 P, - 312**17healer 1902,9 p. 217)9 of the 

loss of 130 dwellirgs at Whitby on 21+th December 1787 (Pletcher 1901, 

P- 332; Young 1817P p- 502). and of the demise of 193 houses at Robin 

Hood's Bay in the 202 years up to 1970 (Sunday Timeis 4th March 1973). 

Wortunately, howevers such accounts relate only to very short 

sections of the coastline which may not be typical of the whole coast, 

The data available for the study of the whoie coastline are ratber 

scanty, being limited to the various Ordnance Survey plans produced 

at different dates and to the measurements taken in the short period 

of stucLy in the area using the M. E, M, technique., 

Th8 Comparison of Ordnance Survpl Plans 

The comparison of Ordnance Survey plans of different editions is 

an established technique in the evaluation of the rate of coastline 

retreat, Some recent example'so using l. -1()560 plans$ are by So (1966),, 

wood (1968) and Trenbaile (1969), and using J. -2500 plans, by Westgate 

(1957). Despite their inherent inaccuracies these plans are generally 

the only source of data covering a fairly long period of time for the 

whole coast. 
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Assuming a plotting accuracy of 0.01 Inch (0.025cm) on 1: 10560 

and 1: 2500 Me plans (probably an optimistic figure). 9 the minimum 

amount of retreat necessary before it is revealed by the comparison 

of two plans is 2.64m (8.80 feet) and 0,625m (2,08 feet) respectively* 

On a coast such as that in north-east Yorkshire where the main rocks 

are hard, i. e, they are neither glacialror alluvial material, the 

or-onion rate is probably low necessitating the use of the largest 

scale plan available over the longest possible time period, For 

this rvason lt2500 plans have been used for this study. The first 

edition was in c. 1894,196 (surveyed in 1893) with revisions in 

c. 1914, -03,5 and in c. 1927. Publications after this date were patchy. 

A now edition was scheduled for the late 3.930a and early 194.03 but 

was interrupted by the war., so that only a few plans termed "the 

provisional editioe were publisbod in'C-1938. A complete national 

grid and metrically based edition is now in course of publication 

but,, for the study areas only a few have been issued; thW were 

surveyed in about 1967. This means that for some parts of the coast- 

line (Saltburn to SkinningrOTOP Port MulgravO to Lingrowp and Sandsend 

Ness to Saltwick Bay) changes can be traced for a period of apyroximately 

71+ years,, while for others the record lasts for only about 34 years. 

In the use of surveyed plans certain sources of Inaccuracy must 

be borne in mind, Carr (1962) has categorized these into three types: 

technical accuracy,, cartographic misrepresentation,, and changes 

subsequent to publication, By 1693 errors due to inadequate instruments 

and techniques were negligible but this consideration precluded the use 

of the ma2w large scale tithe award plans dating from the fifth and 

sixth decades of the nineteenth century. 
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The second source of error is more serious. Fourlines general3, y 

constitute the coastline, these being the low-water mark (L. WM, ) and 

high-water mark (H. W. M. ) of ordinary tides, the cliff foot,, where this 

is not coincident with the H. W. M., s, and the cliff top. The low slope 

of the foresbore, the limited -intertidal period,, and variations in 

sea level from predicted heights are probably so important conective3jy 

that the L. W. M. cannot be relied upon. This line is almost exactly 

the same on the 1927 revision as on the 1893- edition, implying that 

it was not considered at an in the revision. -However, the current 

national grid series representation of it is very different in many 

places,, even where a shore platform exists and erosionIs lilmly to 

have been small. Therefore the L. W. M. is worthless as an indication 

of change even though-it has occasionally been used (e. g. So 1963, 

Trenhaile 1969), The H. W@M* is probably closer to zvality because 

along much of the coastline it coincides with a definite physical 

feature, the cliff foot, Wherever the two do not coincide the latter 

is marked as a dotted line, which is probably quite accurate., More 

reliable still is the position of the cliff top since this is always 

accessible and is economically important. Howevers them are probiems 

of delimitation in the surveying of the cliff foot and cliff top. 'Where 

talus occurs at the base,, the position of the cliff foot is not obvious, 

especially if debris also covers the shore platform. Similarly, where 

the cliff top is a change in slope rather than a break, the actual 

location of the cliff top is difficult to identify@ Fortunately,, 

glacial deposits, whieh are prone to landslippings are comon on the 

cliff top and a distinct cliff edge results when-a slip occurs. Under 

the heading of cartographic misr'spresentation-is also included the 

pwblem of the extent of revisions made in 1927* Where erosion had been 
4t 
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obvious, e. g. in the glacial deposits south of the village of Robin 

Hood's Bays resurveying was carried outs but where any changes were 

man or not obvious$ eg, where a talus cone had been eroded or 

had increased in areas it is simply not Imown whether such alterations 

were recorded. 

The third source of inaccuracy is also of great importance; it 

is produced by non-uniform 02pansion and contraction of the paper 

on which. the surveys had been printed. Also included in this category 

are errors d. ue to the copying of plans for this study (photostats 

and tracings were used). Invariably,, when two plans of the same area 

are compared by making some inland details coincides, the cliff foot 

and cliff top lines var7 mailkedly although it is quite obvious that 

the morphologies of these two lines had changed very little in the 

intervening period. 

Despite these inaccuracies$ valid data concerning coastline 

changes can still be gleaned, By considering small areas of coast,, 

distortion of the paper becomes unimportant, Therefore the basal 

coastline was divided into segments with a straight-line distance of 

8cm (i. e. 200m on the grounq). Ferpendiculars to the coastline then 

defined the upper coastline also - this was usually 8cm long but 

where the coast is convex seawards it was less and where convex 

landwarda more. Vihile the cliff foot can either retreat or advance, 

the cliff top can only retreat, This allows each 1927 or 1967 plan 

to be accurate3y positioned over the corresponding one for 1893, with 

regard only to the 6cm segment under consideration, using the upper 

coastline, Differences between the two plans"were recorded on the 

later one and then the two were adjusted to give the beat fit for 

the next coastline segment, 
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The nature and amount of coastal erosion determine the means by 

which this is measured. Thus where a coast has receded fairly - 

unifom3y it is valid to measure the. distance between the successive 

coastlines at selected points* However# where coastal changes are 

small and sporadic it is much more important to use all the data 

available. In so doing there is a greater probability that apparent 

coastal changes which in fact are due'to inaccuracies will cancel 

out, especially when the data are derived'fxtm many plans, In order 

to obtain the whole population of changes it is necessary to measure 

the areal size of them,, not the variations in one direction only. 

It was found, in the present study, that because of the =aUness of 

the areas, the polar planimeter technique was toa inaccurates, and so 

areas were measured by counting millimetre squares when'the plans 

were superimposed on graph paper. The total area of change was 

calculated for both the basal and upper coastlines in each 200m seg- 

ment . These areal data are not internally consistent because of the 

varied lengths of coastline in the segments. Therefore they were 

standardised by dividing by the length of coastline which was 

evaluated by means of a map measurer, The resultant figure (in 

metrea) is the average movement of the coastline in each 200M segment; 

it will be given the units metre/metre (of coastline) in order to 

denote that it is a means not a point measurements Such data as these 

averages are not meaningful an point measurements of erosions but are 

eminently suitable for other purposes because the influence of 

inaccuracies is minimised and all the available information in the 

plans is used. 

The dangers of using point estimates of erosion from O. S. plans 

are illu3trated by a comparison of such estimates with rates measured 
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by the II. E. M, and other techniques at the same points. Howevers 

certain reservations about the M. E. M. data must be borne in mind. 

Firstly, these measurements represent a period of less than two years 

and. 3o may not be close to the ttue long-term averages, Secondly, it 

must be assumed that long-tem erosion rates have. not altered sub- 

stantially as the M. E. M, data are not contemporaneous with the O. S. 

data. Final3, va it has already been noted that the M. E. Me erosion 

measurements are minima because true exusion is underestimated where 

a unit is removed by quarrying. Mean erosion rates per year calculated 

from O. S. point measurements and from M. E. M. data are presented in the 

table in Fig. 8.1. The pairs of values which roughly agree are 

indicated, It is plain from this table that there is no correlation 

between the two sets of data. Rightlys, within the limits of accuracy, 

no erosion is discernible from the O. S. plans of White Stone Hole, and 

yet estimates for the Rail Hole Bight and Jump Down Bight sections are 

greater than the M. E. M. data. No erosion can be recognised on the O. S. 

plans of Fourth Bight and yet the M, E, M, readings for this part are 

substantial, Corroborative evidence of the high rates here is provided 

by measurements carried out by Young (IEM7p ps 776) in 1816. The 

distance was 680 feet from the outer edge of the north buttresses of 

the transept of Whitby Abbey measured in a line with the middle of the 

transept to the sap of the cliff., a point which is above Gravel Bight, 

BY 1972 the distance from the westernmost buttress was 580.58 feet 

and from the easternmost 610,67 feet, Hence# mean erosion was 84.. 38 

feet or 0,5409 feet/year (0.1649v/year). This figure is not far from 

some of the rates recorded with the M. E, M,, bearing in mind that these 

are minima and that Young's measurement was for the cliff top, This 

indicates that the cliff has receded in a parallel fashion. Young 

(p. 776) also measured the distance ",,, from the middle of the 
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M, E. M. technique 0. S. 1: 25 00 plans 

Location Unit Estimate Period Estimate Remarks 
No. (mlyr) of record (rlyr) 

Lingrow 3.5 O-U+71 1893-1967 0.0676 pair agree 
Fourth 

Bight 1 0,1290 0.0 
2 0.1975 0.0 
3 0.0556 0.0 
4 0.0561 0110 
5 o. o486 0110 
6 0,0528 010 
7 o. no6 0110 
8 O. C473 010 
9 0.0735 010 

10 0.3177 010 
12 o. o966 010 
13 0.0088 010 pair agree 
14 0,0015 0.0338 

Rail Hole 
Bight 1 0,0028 0.0507 

2 o. oni 0,1014 
3 0.0077 010 pair agree 
1+ 010001 0.0676 
5 0.0033 0.0676 
6 010000 0.0507 

Jump Dom 
Bight 7 0,0126 0110 pair agree 

8 0,0020 000 pair agree 
9 0.0097 o. ol6q 

10 0.04-66 0.0 
n -0,0002 o. 0169 
12 0.0001 0.0676 
13 0.0001 0,0676 

Saltwick 
Bay 24 010881 6() 0.016, 

White 
Horse 4 0*0240 1893-1927 0-0 pair agree 

white Stone 
Hole 8 0.0000 0.0 pair agree 

n > 0.04-19 010 pair agree 

1 
12 

1 >0.0266 010 pair agree 

Fig, 8,1 A comparison of O*Se point and M,, E, M. erosion rate estimates 
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outer court gate in front of Mrs. Cbolmley's. hall to tba verge of the 

cliffs taken in a line with the cross" to be 734 feet, In 1972 the 

distance was 600 feet indicating cliff top erosion of 334 feet (i. e, 

0.7308 ft/year or 0.2227m/year), TlxU may be compared with the O. S. 

estimate of on3, v OO8OlWyear for the basal coastline and zero for 

the cliff top at this point and the mean O. S. estimates for the sections 

of basal and upper coastlines from the East Pier to Fourth Bight of 

0.0664m/year and zero respectivelyo Clearly great care must be taken 

when using erosion data derived from O. S. plans., especially those of 

hard rock coasts such as north-east Yorkshire where a considerable pro- 

portion of estimated rates of erosion may be due to errors* On coasts 

where erosion is rapid, e. g. Holderness, such errors can probably be 

disregarded and point measurements of erosion can be made. 

The Faotors Influencing Erosiont 1893-1227 Data 

The spatial variations of erosion of both the basal and upper 

coastlines are depicted in Fig, 8,2, The points represent the mean 

erosion (metres/metre) in the 200m segments of coastline and,, tberefore., 

the greater variations iihich would have resulted from the graphing of 

point measurements of erosion have been smoothed out to some extent. 

Most points for the upper coastline are zero but high readings also 

occur. This pattern indicates that erosion of the cliff top is usually 

small but when it does occur it may be large because big landslips orp 

in the case of glacial material,, rotary slumps,, are the principal mode 

of removal, Nevertheless it must be remembered that individual fragments 

continually fall from the cliff face but that the changes produced by 

these are not sufficient to have been recorded on the O. S. plans. 

Variations in the basal coastline are more severe. Small amplitude 

positive and negative movements are the nom,, but marq of these are 
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undoubtedly due to the various sairces of inaccumcy. Despite this, 

significant erosion and accretion can be identified at a number of 

places, even if the figure of 0.6m is selected as the lower limit of 

real movements. There is no apparent correlation of either basal or 

upper coastline erosion with position, nor is there a coincidence of 

marked cliff foot erosion with pronounced cliff top erosion, except 

Just south of Robin Hood's Bay where glacial deposits constitute the 

whole cliff. Neither is there ary apparent correlation of high upper 

coastline erosion with high accretion at the cliff foot, a situation 

which should obtain if large falls of debris took place durIng the 

period. Of course,, such falls would have to extend to thA cliff top 

to have been recorded, Therefore it seems that accretion at the cliff 

foot has been cau3ed by the fall of material fmm the cliff face 

leaving the cliff top unaffected. It is possible that talus cones 

were formed in the inter-survey periods but were swept away before the 

next survey was made, Hence comparison of plans does not show all 

the movements that have occurred in the basal coastlineo 

A number of factors may be important in governing the rate of 

coastline erosion; geologyj nature of the 02iff foot;, amount of wave 

energy', and height of the base of the cliff an 3=8 Of thGse* 

Info=ation on only the first two factors is available for most of the 

study area, Considerlrg only those parts of the coast where no talus 

cones exist* from the use of the Kruskal-Walli a one-way analysis of 

variance test on the three samples based on geology (Lower Lias, 

Ironstone Series, and Upper Liao) for which sufficient data can be 

gathered, it is concluded that there is no significant difference 

in erosion rates at the 0,05 significance level, The respective means 

for these samples are 0.6280,, -0,0945 and 0.6750 m/m, the negative sign 
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indicating net accretion in the 200m coastal segment during the 

34 years. This result is not surprising in view of the fact that 

these geological divisions are dominantly shale. Grouping of these 

categories into one sample allows a comparison of cliff foot erosion 

rates on shale and those on glacial material. It might be expected 

that rates for the latter class sho-dld be significantly greater than 

those of the former arA,, indeed,, this is confirmed at the 0.05 level 

by the Mann-Whitney U test, The mean erosion rate for glacial 

material is 0,08465m/m/year while that for shale is 0.01667r/m/year. 

The same statistical test was used to assess the significance 

of differences in erosion rates due to the presence or absence of 

talus at the cliff foot, the data'for those parts of the basal coast- 

line where glacial deposits are exposed having been excluded, Since 

debris cones are usually Compose d of resistant material and the 

influence of marine quarrying is negligible because they are too 

permeables, erosion should be amaller than in those parts of the basal 

coastline -where ro talus exists. This hypothesis is substantiated bY 

the test at a significance level of greater than OoOI589 the mean 

erosion rate for the sections of coastline fronted by talus being 

-0.0190j; /jn (ioe. net accretion) and for týe other category 0.6096%/m 

during the period 1893 to 1927. 

Variations in erosion rates of the upper coastline may also be 

attributed to geological factors* Differences between the data for 

those coastline segments where either the Izonstone Series or the Upper 

Liao cap the cliff and those where the Lower Deltaic Series strata 

occupy this position are not significant, It may be argued, perhaps 

With some JUStification, 9 that this merely reflects the inadequacy of 

the data, There is no doubt, however, that erosion rates wherever 
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glacial material (0,024.3%Wyear) caps the solid cliff are greater 

than elsewhere (0.0067m/r/year),, the significance level being greater 

than 0*0012. 

Comparisons can be made between the rates of erosion of basal and 

upper coastlines of each segment but it must be remembered that the 

data are for, only 34 years and,, therefore,, extrapolation to a longer 

period is dangerous. A chi-square test on the frequency of segments 

where the cliff became gentler during the period (due to cliff foot 

accretion, cliff top erosion or both) and on the frequency of segments 

where the cliff became steeper reveals that there is significant 

-variation from randomness. 92 segments had a slightly gentler cliff 

and 55 a steeper one by 1927 (those parts of the cliff where quarries 

exist were excluded), This might be expected in view of the conclusions 

reached previously that the erosion of glacial deposits is much more 

rapid thaz that of shale and that glacial material is common at the 

Cliff top, Howdverq where the Quaternary deposits cap the cliff, the 

difference between the =mber of gentler-cliff segments (49) and that 

of steeper-cliff segments (32) is not significant at the 045 level* 

The corollary of this result is that the tendency toward a gentler 

cliff must occur where there is no capping of tine This h7potheSis 

is confirmed when the data are tested; 1+1 segments-underwent a widening 

of the upper and basal coastlines in the 34-year period while on3, v 23 

sections of cliff were steepened. These tendencies are not caused by 

different cliff foot conditions (i. e. the presence or absence of talus 

cone3), This conclusion prompts an examination of the means by which 

the cliff sections are developing towards lower angles; is the basal 

coastline moving seaward while the upper coastline is moving landward 

or is the cliff top retreating faster than the cliff foot? The 
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frequency of segments fallirig into the first category is 27 and the 

ýX 2.2 
number in the latter 14 but the V test (W calculated = 3-512; one 

degree, of freedom) shows that these differences are not significantly 

different from random at the OaO5 level though tboy are at the 0.10 

level, This implies that there may have been a slight tendency in 

the first quarter of this century for more lower angled cliffs to 

develop from the growth of talus cones than from the rate of eliff top 

retreat to be greater than the rate of cliff foot recession. 

The method of coastlire analysis described in the previous chapter 

provides a meanz of examining whether bays are being eroded more 

rapidly than headlands although the sizes of bays were overemphasi3ed 

at the expense of headlands. Only order 16 bays have been considered 

for this study, Each 200m coastline segment was classified according 

to whether most of its length formed part of a bay or a headland. The 

mean basal-coastlins erosion of all segments that azu parts of bays 

was 0*4588m/m in the 34 year period while the headland segments suffered 

not accretion of 0.2305z, /m. The data of the former sample are 

significantly larger than those of the latter at a significance level 

of greater than 0.0087, It could be argued that the differences are 

due to the ease with which glacial deposits are eroded since these 

always occur in bays., However,, exclusion of these data does not change 

the conclusiono though the significance level is slightly reduced to 

0,0223 (one-tail), Clearlyo, therefore,, the bays were being eroded 

faster than the headlands* This conclusion might imply that the parts 

of the cliff in bays may have steepened while those at headlands have 

becomo gentler. Howeverp the %2 test on the frequency data for this 

two-by-two, case shows that any diff6rences are not significant at the 

O. C5 probability levelv 
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Factors Influencing Erosion: 189_T,. 196Z Data 

The same prooedures were used to gather data for the period 
1893-1967 as for the shorter period; the spatial distribution of 

erosion is shown in Fig. 8-3. Unfortunately,, the small size of the 

sample (61+ segments) to some extent nullifies the advantage of being 

representative of a longer time period. In order to allow comparisons 

to be made between the short term (1893-1927) and long term (1893-1967) 

erosion ratess the coa3tline segments used for the gather-Ing of data 

are exactly the same in both cases. 

Brogdon. during the period 1927-1967 wa3 calculated in order to 

compare the erosion rates with those for the pievious interval. The 

Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test on the sample of 57 segments 

for which basal-coastline data for the two periods are available shows 

that the differences are extremely significant (at a level of greater 

than. 0.0006). The mean emsion per year in 1893-1927 was L 2230 x 10to3m/m 

02 while in 1927-1967 it was 8.8875 x 16" Wm. The same conclusion is 

reached for the upper coastliveq the level of significance being 0.0018 

and the respective mean amounts of erosion L2342 x lCr2 z4/4/year and 
2W 4-349 x: 160 a/year, These results may be compared with that derived 

b, v So (1963) who concluded that maximum f oreshore development occurred 

before 1939 and found an apparent correlation between erosion and the 

number of major storms. Assuming the same atoms were important off 

the Yorkshizie coast, the 1893-1927 period had four (1897,1907P 1916 

and 1921) and the 1927-1967 period experienced seven (1928,1936,1938# 

1942s, 1943s 3.949 and 1953). Using the "Calendar of Historic Weather 

Events" compiled by Lamb (196ý) and excluding those gales blowing from 

the south and south-west, there were ten major stoma in the fomer 

period and nineteen in the latter. A correlation between erosion and 

storms is therefore implied, 
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In Fig. 8.3 it can be seen that only eleven segments (17.2 per 

cent of the total) over the long term show either no erosion or net 

accretion whereas the corresponding figure for the first quarter of 

the century is 63.1 per cent implying that talus cones are temporary 

features or, at least, that they may undergo considerable erosion. 

Over the longer time interval of 1893-1967 the conClusion 

reached previously, in the analysis of the 1893-1927 datal that the 

divisions of the Lias shales do not have significantly different 

influences on the rate of erosion is partly confirmed (there are no 

long termi observations for the Ironstone Series),, the mean amounts of 

erosion for the'Lower and Upper Lias being 7.006om/m and 3-8967m/m. 

However, groupiýg of these data (maan erosion = 5.6241 mVm) and com- 

paring them by means of the Ilann-41hitney U test with values of erosion 

for glacial deposits (mean = 9.9200m1m) yields the unexpected conclusion 

that there is no significant difference (actual significance level 

0.0869), This implies either that the sample size (eight) for the 

latter category was too small$, or that, over the longer period of 

71* yeax4 differences in erosion rates between the tM lithOlOgie3 

were unimportant. Clearly more data for the 1893 to 1967 period are 

needed to resolve this dilema. 

The conclusions inferred in the short-period study concerning 

environmental influences on erosion rates are confirmed by the second 

set of data. Erosion wherever the cliff foot is free of talus cones 

(mean a 5.624im/m) is greater than where such accumulations can be 

found (mean erosion = 2.3114m/m) at a significance level of 0.0036. 

Moreover, erosion in bays (mean = 5.3592p1m) is more pronounced than 

at headlands (mean = 1,5682n/m),, a canclusion significent at the 

0.0136 3-evel. 
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There is no correlation between the movements of the upper and 

'basal coastlines, an inference made also from the 1893-1927 data. 

However, while the number of coastline segments in which the cliff 

became gentler was significantly greater than randomness allowsv 

from the data available for 1893-1967 it is concluded that cliff 

sections becoming gentler (24. ) are just " common as those (18) where 

the opposite trend occurred, Alsoo no differences are significant 

when these frequencies are subdivided into categories b4sed on either 

location (bay/headland) or state of the cliff foot (talu4/no talus). 

Nevertheless in the latter case the calculated value of )ý 2 (3.650) 

is significant at the 0,10 level implying that there is a tendency 

for the cliff to become gentler by cliff top erosion or cliff foot 

accretion where it is, fronted by talus. 

Coastline Recession: M, E. M. Data 

An ana3, vsis of the factors which are important in marina erosion 

at the cliff foot based on M. E. M. data has been described in Chapter 4,, 

A model for the evolution of the basal coastline near Fourth Bight 

was also presented in that chapter. Additional M. 113,. M. data bearing on 

the problem of coastline recession were provided by the instrumentation 

of Rail Hole Bight and Jump Down Bight, two bays to the west of Saltwick 

Nab. The locations of the M, E, M, units are shown in Fig. 8.4 together 

with the mean erosion per year f or each. The measurement period was 

from 12th January 1971 to llth July 1972, The diagram shows that therv 

has been more erosion on the western sides of the bays than on the 

eastem. This does not reflect some regional tendency but is solely 

due to conditions-in the immediate vicinity of each site, Thus, seaward 

of sites 5o 6 and 13 there are no deposits of sediment and erosion is 

ver7 low, Units 3,9s, 11 and 12 are respectively about 2.4,49 2 and 
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3 feet above pebble beaches ands therefore,, usually out of range 

of large particles thrown into suspension or moved by waves with the 

result that erosion is fairly low although beach surfaces are ver7 

variable and if built up for a short time (as at unit 9),, erosion is 

increased, Boulders are found seaward of units 1.2P 4# 7 and 8 

erosion is variable. At the first,, the rock surface is minutely 

Jagged allowing shale laminae to be easily broken off while the last 

of these units was covered for about two-thirds of the eighteen months 

by a small talus cone of shale debris with the result that erosion was 

low. The highest erosion rate was recorded at unit 10 which is located 

at the surface of a pebble beach andq therefore 9 at the point of 

maximum erosion. These results empha3i3e the f act that erosion at any 

point along the coastline is very much controlled by thei=9diate 

envirorxaental conditions, particularly distance from a be=ho 

Five erosion readings were made at all but units 8 and 13; two 

erosion periods fell during winter seasons and three during summerso 

SlImmation of the readings and dIvIsion by the rumber of days allows 

the mean erosion per day during summer to be compared with the equivalent 

figure for wintero The respective means for these seasons are 0.56 x 10-3 

inc4A. ay and 1.31 x 10'3inob/dayj the differences between the two samples 

are significantly different at a level of O, OZ50 using the Wilcoxon 

matched-pair signed-ranks test. 
. 

This conclusion, supports the results 

of Chapter 4 where it was shown that at the cliff foot winter erosion 

is generally dominant while over moat of the shore platform and at some 

cliff foot sites where no beach exists,, summer processes are probably 

more important* 
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Conclusions 

It has not been possible to examine all facets of coastline 

retreat in this chapter because of the inadequacy of the data. 

Those measurements done with the technique are moiv accurate 

than the O. S. data but can only be considered as minimum rates. 

Also they are scanty and probably do not represent adequate lengths 

of time for great confidence. Nevertheless,, the available data have 

illustrated some broad relationships and it has been possible to 

calculate mean erosion rates because errors in the collection of the 

data were minimi3ed. ' 

The main conclusions of this chapter support, the findings of 

earlier chapters* Erosion of the cliff -foot where this is bare does 

not var7 accoz%Ung to the geological division of the shale. The 

conclusions regarding the erosion of glacial material at the cliff 

foot are equivocal since the rate of retreat was significantly higher 

than at the shale cliff foot in the 1893 to 1927 period but not in US 

longer period of 1893 to 1967. Howeverg the effect of talus Cones on 

erosion is pronounced as thW themselves suffer little marine erosion 

while the solid rook cliffs behind them undergo none. The growth 

of taIU3 comes is thought to be the reason for the development of more 

lower angled, than steeper,, cliffs in the pre-1927 period. The rate 

of retreat of the basal coastline is greatest in the bays,, an indication 

that the headlands on this coast are not yet sufficiently protrusive 

to shelter the bays. Once more,, M. F. M. data affirm the conclusions 

reached earlier in this study that erosion at a point is highly 

dependent on local environmental conditions. The great influence of 

the " of superficial deposit at the cliff foot on rates of retreat 

(of the coastline in this case) is again shown by this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 

A-PROCESS-REgPONSE MODEL 
FOR THE ]NORTH-EAST YORKSHIRE COAST 
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Introduction 

The marq relationships which have been explored in the preceding 

chapters point to the fact that the physical features of the north. 

east Yorkshire coast are related dynamically, a charge in one producing 

changes in others. The numerous measurements of erosion rates have 

shown that the features are changing at the present day, Le, that the 

system is active,, not partly moribund, This latter interpretation 

as formulated by Agar (1960) is the current one for this coast and,, 

indeed# wherever bevelled cliffs are found similar explanations have 

usually been promulgated and are still accepted, Therefore, before 

any process-response model can be presented it is necessary to summari3e 

the evidence which refutes the hypothesis that certain physical features 

on the Porth-east Yorkshire coast are relict. 

The Evidence for Relict Landfoms 

The established hypothesis can be best illustrated in the form of 

the "diagram of stages of coastal developmentP compiled by Agar (op. cit. 

Pe 423) which is reproduced here as Fig. 9.1a. The sequence of events 

has been silaniarized by that author (p, 42Q in the fonowing passage: 

"I. Bemian Interglacial - Recession of the cliff line f rom 

about present LoW. M. M. T. (Low Water Mark Medium Tides) to 

seventy feet from present cliff by cutting of the lower fare- 

shore zone during phases when the sea was near present level. 

The larger sandstone boulders falling from the Lower Deltaic 

Series and Sandy Series remained on the foreshores and tended 

to embed themselves into the shale when rocked by way-es, 

Small intermittent sand and gravel beaches* 

"2. Onset of Wu"m Glaciation - Lowering of 3ea-level caused 

cessation of coast erosion. The abandoned foxeshore was sub- 

jected to weathering., soil fo=ation and growth of vegetation 
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but the shale under the sandstcne boulders was protected. 

The cliff top weathered backj, with a debris cone that filled 

the cliff notch resulting The landslip3 are probably 

mostly of this date. 

"3. Arm Glaciation - The growth of ice-fieldsp but with 

little movement here in the basal layers as the sandstone 

block3 in the old foreshore were loft in place; deposits 

of glacial drift occurred in phases* A low eea-level. 9 

starting to rise in late-glacial times (see Fig. 9.1b),, 

Late-glacial initiation of narivw 3tream gorges in glacial 

drift. 

Post-glacial period - Sea-level continuing to rise 

rapidly to -16 feet O. D. clearing the glacial drift with 

its forest cover off the shale platform and leaving a residue 

of gravel and sand on the sea-bad. No appreciable erosion of 

solid rock. 

"50 Pause in rise of sea-level between -16 feet O. D. and 

-10 feet O. D. with formation of, peat bed in alluvium of Tees 

Estuary. Clearance of glacial drift off lower zone of fore- 

shore,, including weathered shale surface, leaving sandstone 

boulders perched. 

"6. Continuing rapid rise in sea-level# passing present 

level. Erosion of debris cons from most of old cliff foot 

and start of slow erosion on face of solid cliff, 

"7. Maximum aea-level about thirty feet above present,, then 

fluctuations gradually approaching present level, Slow 

erosion of solid cliff at successively lower levels above 

present upper foreahore zone* 
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"8. About A. D, 1000 to present time -- Sea-level remaining 

near present level. Slow downward erosion of lower fore- 

I shore zone resulting in increased height of boulder perches. 

Outflanking and erosion of old beach conglomerate., Recession 

of cliff foot notcho foming present upper foreshore zone 

and lower zone of cliff face. " 

This vhole argument is based on a number of observations and 

deductions which can be listed ais followst 

that the perched boulders have become percbed as a result of 

the periglacial weathering of the surrounding shore platform. 

2. that the cementation of debris, now found in patches on the 

shore platform and in eroded talus oones at the cliff foot,, 

is such a slow process that it ca=t have been carried out 

in post-glacial time, 

that wthis upper zone (the bevel and sandstone scarp) gives 

the impression of great antiquity. It must have*taken a very 

long time to weather back to its present angle., and this 

weathering rate is now so small that it is not measurable" 

(Agar 1960 1, p. 43.6). 

that the sea-level on the north-east Yorkshire coast has 

fluctuated as shovm in Fig. 9.1b. 

The hypothesis that parched boulders have resulted from the 

weathering of shale in the inter-porch areas while the sea-level was 

very much lower than now implies that all the shale parches must be 

of the same, height, unless the original shore platform wwhich the 

boulders rested wasIncredibly uneven -a state seen nowhere today. 

At Lingrows, Fig. 6,, q shows that there is certainly no such constancy 
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of perch heights seawards* M. R. M. data furnish the evidence for 

the conclusion that the perches could have formed in post-glacial 

times. While it is true that the rates of erosion on the shore 

platform between the perches at Lingraw are very low (mean = 3-3 X 10 -3 

inc4/year), they are still adequate. From the relationship shown in 

Fig. 9.2 which employe the Lingrow H. E, M, data and disregards the 

distinct threshold in erosion rates at the ramp/plane Junction, it 

can be seen that the lower the shore platform is below the level of 

maximum marine erosion (whi6h is above mean sea level) the lower is the 

erosion rate. Also,, work by Bradley (1958) has shown that in the 

Santa Czuz area of California there is a level at less than thirty 

feet (9m) beneath the surface of the sea below which pyrozene sand 

grains are not abraded. This Inverse relationship between depth and 

erosion rates being true,, extrapo - lation of mean erosion measurements 

to calculate the time necessary to produce perches of given heights 

must be gross overestimates. Nevertheless,, the generation of a perch 

0,5m high with an erosion rate of 3.3 X 10-31ncjVýyear would take 

5965 years. Undoubtedly, wherever the mazW small free boulders are 

found in the Lingrow areap the rate of erosion is higher. No MeE. M, 

measurements were made at these places but at White Horse where free 

boulders also occur and the level of the shore platform is similarly 

well below sea levelj, the recorded rate at unit 21 was 39*2 X 3. Anchl 

year. At this rate,, a 0.5m perch could be formed in only 502 years, 

Therefore it can be concluded that the rate of erosion of the shore 

platform is sufficient to have allowed the production of perched 

boulders during post-glacial timeso- 

Agar (1960, p, 414) has stated with reference to the patches of 

conglomerate resting on the shore platform# that "these features are 
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an important key to the sequence of events". The table in Fig. 6.3 

showing their locations illustrates that there are many more than the 

sixteen'coriglomerate patches and six '"ancient cliff notches" listed 

by that author (p. 415 and p. 427). It has been shown clearly in 

Chapter 6 that the cementation of debris can occur within periods of 

200 years. Except for special localities such as the southern pier 

of Port Mulgrave where iron ore was stored in piles 'before shipment' 

there is no evidence that cementing processes in artificially produced 

situations such as piers and jet adits are different from those 

operating in natural talus cones. The only preconditions to conglom- 

erate formation are that there be sufficiently long-lasting protection 

by massive debris and that there be a high proportion of the pyritous 

Upper Liaz shale. The "anoieat cliff notches" which have been equated 

with the fossiliferous Ipswichian interglacial buried beach at SewerbY 

(Agar, op. cit. P. 417) can, therefore,, be reinterpreted merely as 

parts of the recent cliff foot which have been covered by accumulations 

of talus and subsequently eroded revealing cemented material. There is 

no. reason why beach material should not be, -covered by such features and 

later become cemented also. The existence of many glacial erratics in 

the conglomerate areas of South Batts and Cobble Dump proves the 

occurrence of a glacial period before their fo=ation. It is true 

that the erratics are very resistant lithologies and are wall rounded 

but a considerable period (about 10,, 000 years (West 196810 p, 181)) has 

elapsed since the weichaelian glaciation ended. It has been estimated 

that the Eemian Interglacial lasted for about 30,000 years (95000 to 

65000 B. P. ) (West, op. cit.,, p. 181) so it seems unlike3, v that so many 

arratic. s,, even of great hardness,, could survive for such a long time 

in the active erosive conditions of the beitch enviroment; cortainlyp 

there are very few erraties in the Sewerby beach. No Old Drift in 

Iron ore was not stored on the northern pier and no conglomerate 
can be found here. 
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preserved on the north-east Yorkshire cliff s so the Orratics probably 

came f rom the Now Drift. In addition it has already been noted that 

there is a patch of cemented beach and talus material on the eastern 

side of White Stone Hole at the 'Very foot of an active marine cliff 

whose angle is about 70 degrees and,, therefore,, is undoubtedly modern. 

In conclusion, it can be stated that the patches of conglomerate are 

not relict but are fairly young features. 

If the sandstone scarp is of great antiquity,, its age should be 

reflected in the degree of weathering of its surface, At Hawaker 

Bottoms,, as almost everywhere else,, the faces are ismooth and planar 

being exposed joint planes. Surficial roughness and differential. 

weathering of the arenaceous strata of the Deltaic Series can be seen 

only at Saltwick Bay and at Runswick in places where the rock at the 

western aides of the buried Interglacial valleys have been stripped of 

their glacial deposits. At the latter site the old appearance may also 

have been aided by variations in the degree of cementation of the rock. 

It is surely improbable that overhangs of the sandstone scarp which are 

very common could have survived the whole of the Weichaellan glaciation 

and post-glacial time especially as US sandstone scarp,, being at the 

top , of the cWjj would be at the point where,, if the glaciers carried 

out any erosion at alls, erosion would be most severe. The length of 

time during which detailed observations have been undertaken at Hawsker 

Bottoms Is =an but during that period the erosion of sandstone averaged 

3-015 x 10,246earp a minimum figure as pieces below 25cm in length 

were not measured and no very infrequýnt large co. Ilapses'were included 

in the study period. The weathering rate dOGO wtv therefore, seem to 

be small. Thin glacial deposits cap the cliff at Hawaker Bottoms and 

yet they are not found on the bevel. The large landslip at Wrack Hills 

with its fresh morphology and only secondary glacial material does not 
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support an Ipswichian inception either. Neasurements of the rate 

of erosion on the bevel at Hawsker BottOM3 are certainly not reliable. 

Nevertheless# the high rates of accretion at some points indicate that, 

where there is no vegetation, denudational processes are active, The 

converse must also be truel in the channels, especially tho two shoW4 

in Fig. 3-3b and on the bare inter-channel areas, erosion is too rapid 

to allow a cover of loose debris to fom and thus probibitirg the 

colonisation'of such areas by plants, - Even in partially vegetated 

areas the erosion of risers between the small terracettea on this 

45 degree slope must be considerable., Therefore it is concluded that 

the bevel and the sandstone scarp are landforma which are being 

actively eroded at the present day. 

The reconstruction of the post-glacial history of sea-level changes 

in noi-th-east Yorkshire is extremely difficult because of the paucity 

of data. It is known that the area is now being inundated at a rate 

which is of the order of lmm, yr" (Valentin 1953) to 1,5=, Yzrl (Sissons 

1967) because of the global eustatic sea-level rise$ but that It is 

isostatically stable (Valentin, op*'cit, ) being the hinge around which 

Britain is tiltinge Despite thiss, the widespivad cover of glacial 

deposits implies the presence of an ice sheet up to 305= (1000ft) thick 

(Gregor7 3.965) and the necessary corollaz7 that isostatic readjustment 

W'occurred in post-glacial times this being exponentials not linear, 

in form (Brotchie and Silvester 1969). 

Local evidence for former sea-levels is not indisputable. It is 

unfortunate that the raised beach at 9m 0, D, (30ft) described by Barrow 

(1888) can no longer be found because Veitch (1882) identified it as a 

kitchen midden noting that the evidence for this was destroyed during 

his investigations. The recognition of a raised beach at 6 to 12,5m 0, D. 
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(20 to 43. f t) near Middleabrough (Agar 1954) is also based on temous 

evidence for both Mytilus edulis and Cardium edule are edible, -,, 

species and if not part of a kitchen midden could easily have been 

dmpped by gulls. Clearly sedimentological analysis of this 

clean yellow sand with the washed appearance of a beach . is 

necessary before it can be firmly identified as such. Fluvioglacial 

sands are common in the tills of north-east Yorkshire and contain 

fragile objects (e. g. pieces of jet) which may have been picked up 

from the sea floor; even fossils are known in the Basement Tin at 

Dimlington'in Holderness (Catt and Penny 1966, p. 380). Moreover,, 

Westgate (1957) has concluded from his study of the Durham coast that 

it is possible for fines to be washed from boulder clay at the water 

table leaving a courser residue. The only other possible raised beach 

is the mass of sand described briefly by Hemingway (1958). It lies on 

the eastern side of'whitbv barbour at 4.3 to 7.3m O. D. (34 to 24 ft)t 

but that author did not speculate on its mods of origin. Oak trees 

have been found between -6.4 and -1.8m O. D. (-21 to -6 ft) at Larpool 

viaduct, Whitby (Hemingway 1958) and an extensive peat bed occurs 

between -1.8m, O. D. (-6ft) and O. D. in the Tees e3tuaryq at Redcarj, and 

at West Hartlepool (Agar 1954)# Churchill (196,5) has used this latter 

group of deposits to examine the displacement of the 6500 B*P. sea- 

level. In summaryo therefore# only a few incontrovertible facts seem 

to exist; these are that the sea-level 6500 years ago was approximate2y 

the same as or slightly lower than today's and that isostatic; Uplift is 

now zero, 

Eustatic curves published by Morner (1969s, 1971) and Shepard (1963) 

are shown in Fig. 9.1b together with that compiled by Agar (1960) based 

on the data whose validity has been discussed above. 
Orner's curve 

is probably the better of the first two Si"CO it was evolved in the 
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North Sea region. 

_A straight line through the point 

for 6500 B, F, and the present day represents the lowest. possible 

position of a point on land now at sea-level dnee the isostatic 

curve is exponential; such a curve with zero slope for the pmsent 

is also shown in the diagram. It is clear from this that the sea- 
level could not have risen above the present sea-level by more than 

2.5m (8f t) (Shepard) 
, 5.5m (lgft) (Mot=er) 

# or 7.5m (25f t) (Agar). 

(Agar's dating of the Tees peat at 7000 B. P. increases these heights 

to about 3-5m, 6.5m and 8.5m respectivelyo) Howeverg these levels 

do not preclude the possibility of erosion during the whole of this 

timeperiod. The mean tidal ranges at Whitby and Teesmouth are 

about 3- 4m (11.2ft) (4.6m ( 15. ift) mean springs and 2.2m (7-2f t) 

mean neaps). Also Bradley (1958) has shown that pyroxene grains off 

the coast of California become rounded at depths down to 9m (30ft)- 

This fact And, the large tidal range in wrth-east Yorkshire ensure 

that even. with the highly conservative assumptions used for the level 

of the land for the period since 6500 B*P. j, the sea cou3A easily have 

continued to erode the cliff foot throughout this period no matter 

whose eustatio curve i3'u3ed. 

The #portant conclusion that variations in sea-level have not 

been an important constraint on erosion in north-east Yorkshire enhances 

the probability that all landforms on this coast am the result of post- 

glacial forces. The shore platfom attains widths of over 305m (1000ft) 

in several placest eg. in Saltwick Bay,, White Stone Hole,, and Robin 

Hoodks Bay. Asmming an erosion rate of OoMmoyiý' (0.6ftpý") 

which is the mean of the three 3.56-year rates at Whitby East Cliff 

where the pebble beaches facilitate high exvsion rates,, the period 
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needed to push back the cliff bY 305m is 600 years* Employing the 

mean of the non-random sample of 32 M. E,, M. erosion rates at the cliff 

foot (0.0413m. yiý') (Fig. 8.1) the time needed is i385 
yearso while 

using the mean erosion rate calculated from comparison of Ordnance 

SurVey*1; 2500 plans of the C-1893 and c. 1967 editions it is 4013 years. 

Hence, it is possible that the extreme seaward parts, of sections of the 

shore platform could have been inherited from earlier features. This 

inference accords with those by So (1965) for the Kent coast and 

Trenhaile (1970) for the VaU of Glamorgan,, both areas where extensive 

shore platforms exist in unresistant hard rock comparable with the 

Yorkshire Lias shalese It does not mean, bo-weverp that ancient land- 

forms have been preserved. For. 9 just as Tertiary erosion surfaces 

in the subserial environment have been dissected to form hills which 

are essentiaIly the result of more recent process0st 80 some Of the 

most seaward parts of the modern shore platform may have evolved from 

some older platform at a slightly higher level. 

The Cliff System 

The hierarchical organization of terms shown in Fig. LI can be 

used also to show the pattern of nested supersystems, systems, sub- 

systems and so on. The highest order is the single supersystemj the 

coast which embraces all the features which are being or have been 

produced by the present sea level. At the second hierarchical level,. 

two major systems (the cliff and the foresbore) exist. The coastline 

is considered as a mystem. here also though it is at a lower hierarchical 

level and is common to both major systems. It is by a consideration of 

these three systems that the most important analytical results of the 

previous chapters will be synthesised into a process-response model 

for the north-east Yorkshire coast. 
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The cliff system may itself corisist of any number of subsystems 

up to a total of three (Fig, 9,3), It may be a marine activated Cliff 

alone as iný Par Jettick3 or a combination of the other three elements 

as at Hawsker Bottoms. Being subject to the force of gravity at all 

timess the flow of mass is always downward and all but small amounts 

of energy act in the isame way, the exception being the energy provided 

by wind. This uni-directional property of the cliff system means 

that there is no direct feedback of energy or mass from low subsystems 

to higher ones, though indirect feedback is possible as will be 

described later. Energy is input directly into every subsystem; in 

the higher two, the sandstone scarp and the bevels energy is derived 

from only the sub-aerial system in the form of the sun's energy, of 

rain,, and of wind. The lowest two subsystems receive in addition the 

energy which is unused by the foreshore system. These two subsystems 

ares howevers, mutually exclusive zince the occurrence of a talus cone 

at the cliff foot precludes the maintenance of a marine-activated 

cliff, 

Each subsystem is structumlly simple usually containing only 

one regulator within it and a number of stores. In order to give the 

general case, Fig. 9-3 includes a dichotomised regulator of the 

"presence-or-absence" type before the entry of mass and energy into 

each subiVatem. - The sandstone scarp is the first in the chain and is 

the simplest. Energy falling on it acts on the in-situ rock and most 

is expended as frictional heat (entropy). Productive work is done 

only if the threshold of rock strength is overcome causing blocks of 

rock to cascade into the next subsystem, The sandstone scarp has no 

facilities to store the debris it produces, the only energy remaining 

in it being the potential energy of the strata which on release of a 

block of rock is partly expended as frictional heat during the arresting 

of motion as the block falls to the bevel or the cliff foot. 
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The bevel acts as the temporary store for =ch of the output 

from the sandstone scarp subsystem but if the total energy of the 

falling block is sufficient it will Pass straight'through the sub- 

gyatem to the talus cone or to the foreshore system. Therefore, there 

is a threshold regulator in the bevel subsystem which governs, the 

destination of falling sandstone debris; this regulator is the amount 

of momentum needed to overcome'the friction of the bevel. Friction 

depends on the roughne3S,, slope., and length of the bevel. This Bub- 

SY3tGM gains energy from the 3ubaerial system also and this does work 

on the shale which constitutes the feature. Again only if the threshold 

of rook strength is overcome will productive work be done. The debris 

may not be output from. the subsystem immediately but is stored on the 

surface of the bevel. It was shown, in Chapter 3 that the specific 

variables of subaerial energy which are important in causing output 

from this store are wind velocity and air temperature which reduces 

inter-fragment friction and thus enhances the rate of creep while the 

washing of material fr= the bevel is important in'some places alsoo 

The fate of debris output f rom the sandstone'scarp, and bevel sub- 

mystems is determined by the important regulator of the presence or 

absence of a talus cone at the cliff foot. If this feature does not 

exist the detritus is immediately input to the foreshore system unless 

it is intercepted by small screes in the marine-activated cliff - 

probably a rare occurrence. Therefore most of the output from the 

higher subsystems by-passes the marine-activated cliff whose output is 

derived from its OWn store of rock which is released as in the other 

subsystems if the critical threshold of rock strength is exceeded by 

the sub-aerial energy. This is most potent in the form of freeze-thaw 

and wettingrand-drying. Because the base of the marine-aotivated cliff 

is also part of the foreshore i7stem erosion is usually rapid. 
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As with the other subsystems debris may casoade straight through 

the talus cone subsystem unless friction is greater than-momentum, 

This subsystem's principal function is as the chief istore of debris 

for the cliff system as a whole* Gravity is much less important 

causing only alight creep to lower levels and the permeability of the 

material causes sub-aerial energy to be relatively unimportant compared 

with the major source of incoming energy which is from the foreshore 

system, 

The cliff morphological system is pictured in Fig. 9.4. Many of 

the relationships have been shown statistically or were desoribed in 

Chapters 2 ana 3. Where possible# the direction of causality and the 

sign of the relationship are given. Very many variables can be recog- 

nised but only those central to the argument are shown. Within the 

sandstone scarp subsystem, the thicknesses of the sandstone stratas the 

ratio of sandstone to shaleq the resistance of the sandstone strata to 

sub-aerial weathering, and the intensity of joints are geological 

variables and are fundamentally responsible for the very existence Of 

the scarpo The parameters of interest in scarp morphology are the 

amount of overhang and the height of the bass of the acarp which are 

negatively related. The former is also negatively correlated with the 

geological variables the most important of whichv in the general casev 

is probably the intensity of jointing, but at Hawsker Bottoms it is 

the ratio of the amount of sandstone to shale, a variable itself 

related positively to the thickness of the sandstone strata, since the 

scarp is of constant height heres 

The exact slope of the bevel in probably a function of the resis- 

tance of the shale to erosion but in north-east Yorkshire there is little 

variation in this parameter. The most important variable in this 
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subsystem is channel activity for it influences both the superficial 

characteristics such as the degree of vegetation cover and the depth 

of debris as well as micromorphological features such as the amount 

of dissection of the in-situ rook of the bevel, 

The geometrical variables of height and width of the talus cones 

are related to the resistance of the feature to marine erosion in a 

POSitiVO 36nBe for if little material is removedq the cone is built 

up by accretion from above, Its resistance to erosion is principany 

a result Of the size and proportion of sandstone debris of which it 

is composed, 

only a few variables are responsible for the characteristics of the 

marine-activated cliff. Its steep slope is permitted by the structural 

strength of the rook (i. e. its resistance to subaerial, erosion) a factor 

determined by the properties of the jointing system and to the lithO- 

logical charqcteristics* Where a bevel and marine-aotivated cliff occur 

the height range of the former is inversely relate& to the height of the 

latter. 

The relationships between the subsystems are of much interest 

in understanding the cliff system an a whole. Perhaps the most 

striking thing about Fig. 9.4 is the independence of the marine- 

activated cliff subsy3temo This reflects the fact that it is a Product 

ce different energy flows from the rest of the cliff. The remainder 

of the cliff system shows many relationships between subsystems. Most 

importantlys several of them form part of a large negative feedback loop 

which involves all three subsystems. The more intense the jointLng of the 

3andstcne strata, the smaller the overhang and the size of the ; andstaae 

fragments that are eroded. Small sandstone block& lead to low resistance 

of the talus cone to marine erosion and in turn to a small talus cone. 

The size of cones is also positively related to the thickness of sandstone 

strata and to the proportion of sandstone in the cones Small cones do not 

extend far up the cliff and so allow material to be removed from 
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channels on the bevel thus allowirg greater chanrAl activity and a 

lomring of the base of the sandstone scarp. Once this base is below 

the Dogger Sandstone undermining Qf this stratum is rapid producing an 

overhang and increasing the flow of sandstone debris to the talus com 

to counteract the small size of the blockso It is important to note 

that this last link in the loop is a component of the cascading 

system which shown that the whole system can be beat understood by 

a proeess-response model, While the constituents of this loop are 

equally important, the one most prone to changes and,, therefores the 

one most critical to the loop, is the resistance of the talus cone 

since it is the one moat izxf2uenced by conditions eAernal to the 

cliff Vatem. Therefore the resistance of the talus cone can be 

regarded as the regulator for the cliff system. 

By combining the cliff cascading and morphological systems a V 

process-response model results, The as3ential features of this are 

shown diagrammatically in Pig, 9,5, The two systezs are linked by 

cozmon properties,, such as the debris resting on the bevel being the 

store for the bevel cascading subsystem and the morphological properties 

of talus cone height and width combine to form the store for the whole 

cliff system. Similarly the regulators of the bevel and talus cone 

cascading subsystems are the critical levels of friction necessary to 

bring falling debris to a standstilli such levels are determined by 

morphological properties such as surface micro-mlief, slopep and length 

of the feature and whether the surface is vegetated or not. 

The important point about the nature of the cliff process-response 

model is that the flow of energy is opposed by the direction of causality 

of the morphological variables. Thus# should the debris flow be 

increased, for instance by changed geological conditions in the scarp, 

the store of debris at the oliff foot is a130 increased, This may lead 
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to increased resistance of the talus cow to marine erosion and the 

clogging of the channels transacting the bevel. Hence# erosion of 

the foot of the sandstone scarp is reduced and the rate of debris 

supply lowered. It is clear, therefore,, that these three subsystems 

form an open system which attains dynamic equilibrium (Abrahams 3.968) 

if unaffected by external forces. The marine-aotivated cliff sub- 

system is alien to this state of equilibrium and is the result of 

interference from the. second system,, the foreshore. 

The Foreshore System 

The fore3hore cascading GyStOM is fundementany different from 

that of the cliff. The major source of energy is derived from the 

marine system and is input first into one subMrstem whose output 

cascades into the next and so on. Sub-aerial energy enters all sub- 

systems but is of negligible importance except in the case of the plane. 

As In the cliff system there is one main direction in which mass moves 

but the relatively sma" influence of gravity allows the feedback of 

some debris from one subsystem to the next, Either or both of the 

components of the shore platfom may be present and so in Fig* 9*6 a 

presence-or-absence regulator is positioned before the entrance of 

mass and energy into each. 

Wave energy on the plane is reduced mainly by friction with t1a 

solid rock which is eroded by the quarrying of fragments of shale 

laminae. Friction is inoreased where parched boulder complexes or 

conglomerate occur, Other superficial debris is sparse but where it 

does exist, if some critical value of energy is exceeded, ibrasion Ce 

both the debris and the plane occur. Comminuted and dissolved material 

is returned to the marine Vatem. Sub-aerial forces, especially in the 

form of wetting-and-drying, as shown in Chapter 5. are important leading 

to the release of shale laminae. 
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Little wave energy is expended in friction with the bottom and 

with debris, so much remains to be input to the next subsystem (if 

it exists), t that of the ramp. Friction is greatly increased if there 

is a cover of boulders but an admixture of small boulders allows 

productive work to be done at lower thresholds of wave energy than on 

the plane. The suspended and dissolved material resulting from 

abrasion is removed. Debris from the plane may be swept into this 

subsystem whose debris in turn cascades into one of two alternatives 

which provides the next link in the chain. 

As in the cliff system# the regulator determining which of two 

subsystems is the final one of the series is the presence or absence 

of a talus cone. If the bare rock of the cliff foot is exposed a 

pebble or sand beach may also exist* The efficiency of wave energy 

is greatly increased by these particles when thrown into 3u3pension 

with the result that much quarried and abraded debri 3 is removed f rom 

the 3olid-rock store. This debris may be fed back into the beach store 

or possibly into the ramp or even plane subsystems if strong rip 

currents are generated. The occurrence of a talus cone at the cliff 

foot enables a boulder beach to extend to that point. There is much 

friction both between the water and the rock and within the water 

itself because of the generation of extreme turbulence. Feedback of 

large b2ocks to earUer parts Of the fore3hora system from a boulder 

beach is unlikely. 

The foreshore morphological system is very simple (Fig. 9.7)o 

The plazie's parameters of slope and height of the landward edge (which 

may be the cliff foot) arv almost invariate and the width of the plane 

is probably inversely related to the resistance of the rock to erosion 

in the general case. In contrasts, the slope of the ramp varies 

considerablys, being influenced by the resistance of the overlying 
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debris to erosion, a property which is chiefly controlled by the 

size of the individual boulders. The resistance of the superficial 

deposits to erosion is also, by way of the slope of the ramp, the 

main determinant of the height of the cliff foot. 

Few relationships seem to exist in the foreshore morphological 

system perhaps because of the small geological contrasts in'n6rth-east 

York-shire. The plans subsystem is isolated from the other two because 

its principal distinguishing feature$ its low slopev is not chiefly 

the result of erosion by waves, The subsystems of the ramp and super- 

ficial deposits are closely interrelated and are the product of 

the interaction between the marine and cliff systems. There is no 

feedback between the morphological subsystems, which suggests that the 

physical properties of the foreshore may be better described by a 

process-response model since the characteristics of the energy and 

mass flows may be all-important, 

The essential features of the foreshore process-reaponse system 

are shown in Fig. 9*8o The amount of wave energy leaving the plane 

sub-system is reduced in some measure depending on the morphological 

properties of the subsystem.. Both wave energy and sub-aerial energy 

tend to lower the inclination of the plans, thus reducing the amount 

of friction. Thiss thereforej is a positive reaction and may explain 

the very small range of characteristic angles possessed by the plane. 

In contrasts widening of this feature leads to increased friction and a 

lowering of the quantity of wave energy reaching the next sub3y3temo 

is the plane is being lowered continuously# width can operate as a 

regulator of wave energy only if the sub-aerial energy is inefficient 

(e. g. in hard rock) and, if the plane is very wide. With the geologically 

recent rise in sea level such conditions have not yet been attained, 
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However,, various estimates of the maximum width which can be eroded 

by the sea at one level have been made, eg, Bradley (1958) - 0-3 miles 
(536m); King (1963) - 4000 feet (3.220m). 

The ramp is usually covered with loose debris which must be 

agitated before a significant amount of 'work is done,, This means 

that the hydrodynamic characteristics of the debris are most important, 

the chief one of which is the size of the fragments, Work is done on 

the shale constituting the ramp only if wave energy is greater than 

some critical level above which wave energy and movement of the debris 

are positively related. The important thing in this process-resPOnse 

subsystem is# therefore,, the size of the overlying debris. Howevers 

this is being continuously reducedj permitting more wave energy to 

reach the cliff foot. This means that no self-regulatory property 

exists within the ramp subsystem nor even within the foreshore system 

as a whole, Hance.. energy is always available for the erosion of the 

cliff foot. This is especially true where no boulder beach lies on 

the shore platform. The rate of erosion of the cliff foot then depends 

on the immediately local conditions which determine which erosive 

processes will operate and, therefore,, which critical thresholds are 

important* 

The Coastline S-Ystem 

The coastline caseacling system (Fig. 9.9a) is simple compared with 

the others, Energy output from the foreshore system is input to either 

the bay or to the headland subsystem and is spent in overcoming friction 

or in doing work in the form of abrasion or quarrying. Debris in input 

from the cliff system and thus by pushing the coastline seaward, increases 

the store of mass. Because the coaistUne is taken to be the cliff foot, 

it is unlikely that much detritus is put into this store from the fore- 

shore system by the essentially horizontally acting forces of waves. 
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These forces, especially during storms, are the principal means by 

which material is output from the system. Output is mainly in t1v form 

of suspended material which is swept seawards. 

Owing to the arrangement of the subsystems and their inputs,, the 

passage of debris and energy from one to the next is probably not 

great in north-east Yorkshire. The direction of save attack is the 

regulator for this interaction. A non-nomal direction to the coastline 

ensures that energy is first influenced by the headland system which 

exerts friction and reduces the total energy. Howevers, the more acute 

the angle of wave attack to the coastline,, the greater is the component 

of energy parallel to it and thus the more debris is carried into the 

bay subsystem from the store of'the headland subsystem. 

The morphological systems are pictured in Fig. 9,9b. Because of 

the crudeness and novelty of the technique, the analysis of headland 

morybometry has not Yet been attempted so no relationships are shown 

for this landform. - It is clear from this diagram that more correlations 

exist between the parameters for arcuate bays than for those which are 

basically triangular. - This suggests that the former have a nicer state 

of internal adjustment than the latter and., therefore, that the arcuate 

bays give more evidence of being in dynamic equilibrium. The reason for 

this has been shown in Chapter 7; it is that trianVlar bays are more 

closely related to those parts of the basal coastline where talus cones 

exist than are arcuate bays. Indeed,, the relationship between circularity 

and degree of protection of the cliff foot for arcuate bays in positives 

while it is ingative for triazVlar bays, I Another regulator which was 

indicated in that chapter was that the development of the latter type 

of ba6v is encouraged by structural variations on the rock. Without 

knowledge of the headland morphological system there seems to be little 

point in trying to synthesise a coastline process-response model, 
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Change in the Systems 

It has been shown that the tendency of the cliff system is 

toward a state of dynamic e4uilibriumt while the foreshore system 

requires a very long relaxation time to attain this states a condition 

which has not yet been achievedlo nor is like3y to be until the sea- 

level remains constant. The unused wave energy reaching the cliff foot 

either does work (i. e. erosion) or is converted into friction. The 

latter is the usual case where bouldars occur and where the cliff foot 

is bare unless some critical threshold is passed when,, for instance,, 

a boulder is moved and abraded,, or a joint-bounded block of rock is 

quarried from the cliff foot. Such critical levels of energy are 

attained in storms but they are reduced if the waves are armed with 

pebbles or sand, Because the energy is confined to the narrow vertical 

zone at the cliff foot it has a much more noticeable effect on the 

morphology of the cliff than does an equivalent amount of subaerial 

energy spread over the rest of the cliff. With the aid of gravity,, 

this effect is seen as the marine-activated cliff. Shale debris 

raining from this feature is easily abraded and transported away from 

the cliff foot allowing erosion to continue* However,, large landslips 

of shale increase friction on the waves as well as preetntirg physical 

barriers to erosion. Large amounts of sandstone debris are even more 

resistant to erosion and may cut off the marine-activated cliff 

subsystem from its source of energy so that it will be subjected to 

subaeriA2 forces only and# in times will be emsed. The cliff foots 

therefore,, is the battleground between the cliff and foreshore g7stemse 

Its nature determines the f orm, of the cliff , the shore platf ormt and 

even the morphology of the bays. ' This indicates that relationships 

between the conatitutat parts of the supersystem are indirectj being 

always connected by this variable. Thus a bevel ard a ramp are often 

associated but only because of the existence of a boulder beach. 
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Similarlyt a cliff fully occupied by the marine-activated element 

its often associatAd with a shore platform where the plane is the 

most important element; this relationship requires no deposits at 

the cliff foot or only a pebble or sand beach. Clear3y, the nature 

of the cliff foot is the regulator for the whole coastal process- 

response supersystem. Wherever a bevelled cliff exists the cliff 

foot in the form of a talus, cone is also the temporary store for 

debris eroded from the cliff and in course of being removed from the 

supersystem. 

Hence, it can be concluded that aqy changes in this regulator 

due to changing internal conditions (e. g. lateral variations in 

cliff geology) or external conditions (such as increased storminess 

or varying sea-level3) produce changes in the whole suporg7stem, 

However# it is more likely that the observable differences in form on 

the north-east Yorkshire coast are due to the long relaxation time of 

the cliff system. Erosion of the cliff foot, and. inception of a marine- 

activated cliff can probably progress for a long time and much of the 

bevel be destroyed before the output of sandstone debris is increased 

sufficiently to reduce cliff foot erosion, In fact thexa is probably 

an over-reduction so that at each site along the coastline there is a 

continuous oscillation about some condition which is optimum for that 

particular geological and marine enviroment, Where the cliff is 

composed of the marine-activated element alone such oscillations are 

rapid causivg little change in morphology. Where part of the cliff is 

composed of Middle Jurassic rocks the oscillations are longer and the 

morphological changes obvious, However# where almost the whole cliff 

is made up of sýndstonesp as between Maw Wyke and Widdy Headp the 

resistance of the rock to erosion is such that the oscillations are very 

long with the result that very steep cliffs are fronted by large ta; us 

eones* 

0 
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Some of the very different assemblages of forms are shown in 

Fig. 9.10 but many other combinations also exist. In diagram (a)# 

erosion at the cliff foot is reduced to negligible proportions by 

the boulder beach and talus cone and the full bevel has been alloweeL 

to develop. The beat example of this assemblage is seen at Hawsker 

Bottoms. The second diagram in Fig. 9-10 is one in, wb, ioh cliff form 

is being radically altered, the talus cone having been reduced to a 

boulder beach# the bevel being. destroyed and the output of sandstone 

debris not yet sufficient to arrest the growth of the marine-aotivated 

cliff.. It is imlikely that cliff forma such as this are features in 

a steady state, i. e., the bevel and sandstone scarp being eroded 

in a parallel rectilinear fashion at the same rate as the marine- 

activated cliff is advancing landwards, because output from the sub- 

aerial cliff system is not as continuous as erosion in the foreshore 

system. Examples of! assemblages such as this can be seen at White 

Stone Hole, South Batt3, Saltwiok Bay and Runswick Bay., The two 

diagrams (c) and (a) in Fig, 9.1'0 are situations where no or very 

little sandstone exists in the cliff to provide the necessary 

regulator for the coastal supersystemo Erosion continues unabated 

except for small talus cones made of shale which have little effect 

on morphology, The supply of amall fragments of resistant debris 

allow& erosion to be enhanced by the formation of a small beach. These 

assemblages are f ound f or instance from Robin Hood' a Bay to Far Jetticks 

and north of Staithes. In contrast, diagram (9) in Fig. 9.10 shows the 

assemblage of landf orms fronting a cliff composed mostly of sanastone,, 

eeg. at Widdy Head, 
I 

Erosion is slow, due to the thick boulder beaches 

which cover the narrow shore platform and to the large talus cones 

which protect the cliff foot. 
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(c 

(%'A') 

(e) 

Key: 
I sandstone scarp 
2 bevel 
3 marine -activated cliff 
4 talus cone withmuch sandstone debris 
5 boulder beach 
6 conglomerate 
7 perched boulders 
8 pebble or sand beach 
9 ramp 
10 plane 
11 triangular bay 
12 arcuate bay 

Fig. 9-10 Some assemblages of landforms on the north-east Yorkshire 
coast 
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The Wider ReleTance of the Process-ResRonse Model 

The relatively unreaistant nature of the Lias shales in north- 

east Yorkshire compared with other hard rooks allows coastal features 

to develop quickly with 3. ittle adulteration of the ideal forms by 

geological variations* This means that the proceB3-response'model 

presented here should be applicable to all erosional hard rook coasts 

where there is considerable tidal range and storm waves are dominant. 

Usually,, however$, the debris derived from the cliff is not of 

sufficient size to act as an effective regulator or, if it is* the 

rock forming the c1iff is so resistant that it takes a very long time 

to weather down to a bevel. The marine-activated cliff, i3 therefore 

the most common type of cliff 

Nevertheless, many examples of bevelled cliffs have been reowded* 

For examples they have been described in Cornwall and Devon (Arbor 

1%9,, 1951; 
1 
Robson 19501 Wilson 1952) 9 in the Inner Hebrides (Richards 

1969) . in Wales (Challinor 1931; Wood 1959; Hopley 1963),, in France 

(Watson and Watson 1970), and in the Auckland islands (Fleming 1965) 

Evidence for the periglacial origin of these features is certainly 

strong and in view of the fact that the rocks are very resistant to 

weathering this explanation must be accepted although in the case of 

the Me of Skye (Richards 1969). where the cliffs are developed in Lias 

Shales,, this interpretation may not be ccrrecto The generation. of the 

bevel on sea cliffs in North Cornwall has also been associated with the 

exposure of fault planes (Wilson 1952) and Savigear (1952) has used the 

Flandrian, extension Of the Pendine sand spit in South Wales to show how the 

Old Red Sandstone cliff s have been degraded to form --slopes of about 32 

degrees, It must be concluded,, therefore$ that bevels are equifinal 

forms; in other words, different environmental conditions can produce 

the same feature, Similarly, perched boulders can be produced by 
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marine erosion of the su=ounding shore platform and by its solution 

by marine and/or sub4arial media. Therefore, while the model applies 

to the indisputably modern features of ary coasts the origins of some 

features must be ex=ined closely in tba area under consideration. 

Conclusions 

Much remains to be investigated in the coast superaystem. Most 

of our knowledge is concerned with the morphometry of the cliff and 

foreshore systemst but even this needs to be increased by more refined 

methods and by studies of marq different areas. Our understanding of 

the coastline system is rudimentaz7,9 for no techniques have been 

available for its ýnalysis; the method described in this study certain3, v 

needs to be improved, Despite the shortcomings of the morphological 

aspects of the science of coastal goomorphologyl, there is no doubt that 

the greatest need is for more research into energy arxi mass flows in 

order that budgets and levels of critical thresholds can be evaluated. 

These flows necessitate the measurement of the frequency of action and 

the efficiency of processes and the monitoring of resultant changes in 

morphology. Such studies need to operate over long periods in order 

to obtain reliable data which are not greatly influenced by short- 

term and random variations. The instrumented sites on the cliff at 

Havsker Bottom and on the shore platfo= in several other places in 

north-east Yorkshire are intended for this purpose but many other 

locations are needed on other coasts, 
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THE INFLUENCE OF MAN-ON THE NORTH-EAST 

- YOROHIRE COAST 
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The rocks forming the coastline between Ravenscar and Saltburn 

have provided the raw materials for a number of industries in the 

past. The extraction of the rock has markedly changed the form of 

the cliff along several parts of the coastline and much rook has 

also been removed from the shore platform in various places. These 

industries and their effects will be described in turn working up 

the geological succession. The sites of each industry are marked in 

Fig. I. I. 

The Ironstone Industrv 

The geological basis of this industry has already been noted* 

The most southerly exposure of the ironstone se=a is in Far JetticksO 

one mile north of Robin Hood's Bay* The Main Beam here consists of 

tbree thin ironstones totalling 13 inches in thickness and divided by 

shales which total 5 ft. 6 in. (Hemingway 1958)o This is the only 

ironstone outcrop where there is no evidence that the seams have ever 

been worked for the thickest does not exceed nine inches (Howarth 1955)- 

The ironstone is mainly exposed north-westwards of Kettle Ness 

and has been intensively worked. Though several shiploads of ore were 

taken before 1838 exploitation on a serious basis started in that year 

with the workings of the Main Seam on the foreshore at Kettle Ness 

(until a# 1&+2) (Chapman, undated) and at Brackenberry Wyke (Bewick 

1861),, Mining was carried out only during the summer monthso the 

period vhen the sea was calm enough for ships to be beached and loaded 

directly* The clean foreshore and sharp faces of the Main Seam 

outcrops indicate the activities of the Wylam Iron Company at Kettle 

Ness* In Brackenberry Wyke the workings are even more obviouse A 

soarp in the ironstone seams faces the land and its top is about four 

feet above the shale-cobble-3trown floor of the hole dug during the 
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exploitation. The miners had difficulties with the filling of the 

hole with water and a deep channel was dug from the hole through 

the searp to relieve it* In this bay also a number of adits were 

sunk into the cliff to extract the ore, Most of these workings were 

made by Messrs. Palmer of Jarrow from the early 1850a onward. Nearby 

at Part Mulgrave the Main Seam was exploited from 1851* to 1860 by a 

drift and shaft# the seam being 10 ft. below sea level and 8 ft. 

thick heree Total output from this mine and the worldngs in Bracken- 

berry Wyke was about 23#500 ton4lyear and Port Mulgrave itself was 

built to ship the ore to Jarrowe 

Half a mile away the Vietoria Ironworks Co. workecl the Dogger, 

from August 1856 to 22nd March 1858,, by means of a quarry north of 

Runswick at Wrack HillsO the stone being sent to the blast furnaces, 

below the mine and thence exported via a small pier on the foreahore. 

These ironworks were destroyed by a landslide and the project was 

abandoned only about 100 tons of pig iron having been produced. 

shaft was sunk at Kettleness from 1910 to 1915 to test the 

quality of the Dogger but proved worthless* Other abandoned iron- 

stone workings can be found near the top of the cliff at Boulby and 

on Huntoliff east of Saltburno 

The Jet Industry 

Jet has been regarded as a semi-preoious stone sinoe prehistorio 

times (Elgee 1930). The jet industry really began in 1800 with the 

making of dot ornaments for visitors* By 1850 there were more than 

50 Jet workshops and in the peak year of 1873 200 workshops employed 

about 1500 men in the whole trade, Adits were opened at the foot of 

the cliff between Sandsend and the head of Runswick Bay, between 

Fort Mulgrave and Ponny Nab east of Staithes, on the cliff top between 
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Boulby and Skinningrove., on the cliff top between Nigh and Far 

Jetticks north of Robin Hoods Bay and near the base of the cliff 

at White Stone Hole. Also, adits were sunk into the cliff face by 

men dangling on the ends of ropes tied-th secure posts on the cliff 

top (Head 1836), Thus it may be that the Jet Rockp wherever it is 

exposed, has been minedv the remains of the drifts often having been 

removed by later erosion. It is unli ely that the mines bad much 

influence on the form of the whole cliff; they were holes only about'' 

10 ft, high and up to 6 ft. wide. The roof was usually the tough 

Top Jet Dogger and the vertical-range of mining was severely limited 

by the occurrence of the jet. Mining was by hand beoause explosives 

cracked the "Planks" of jets and so the adits penetrate only a short 

way into the cliff. 

Mining was also carried out wheraTer the Jet Rock crops out 

on the foreshore. The characteristic evidence of such activities is 

a litter of shale boulders up to two ar three feet in diameter with 

no comon orientations the areas often being bounded on at least 

one side by the Top Jet Dogger, Frequentlys alsos Whale Stones, a 

type of occeretion found in these strata (Howarth 1962) are found 

resting in situ on Wale pedestals (Figo Ie2a); those were left by 

the miners because, as noted in Chapter Onep the Jet was found only 

between these concretions. There is a line of Whale Stones on shale 

pedestals at Topman Steelq north of Run3wick. Mined areas other than 

this one occur from Lingrow Knock to the east side of Rosedale Wyke, 

north of Port Mulgraves, and from Whitby to white Stone Point. The 

author has found no evidence of the mining on the shore platform at 

Hawsker Bottoms which was noted by Hemingway (1958) * 
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Fig. I-2a Whalestone concretions left perched by jet mining 

4!: 

1I. 

: 

I---. 

Fig. I-2b Appare nt bevet produccd by small scale atum 
quarrying 
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The Alum Industry 

In contrast to the many small mines which provided jet, the alum 

shale was quarried in a few very large pits. Alum is a chemically 

complicated-potassium aluminiun sulphate (Raistrick 1966) and is 

important in the taming and cloth-dyeing industries* 

The first quarries were opened in north-east Yorkshire in 3.604 

and the industry continued until the aid-nineteenth centU7 (Chapman 

1968b)-o The Alum Shale was quarriedv broken up and piled1n alter- 

nating layers with brushwood into large heaps which were then set 

alight to calcine the shale, The high pyrites content of the Alum 

Shales aided combustion'but it was iscmetimes found necessary to 

encourage it by the provision of a flue - this was the purpose of 

some tunnels dug into the solid rocks e, gs on the west side of Black 

Nab and at Kettle Ness. The burned shale was then leached in water, 

treated with an alkaline liquor and the liquid so prepared then 

concentrated by repeated boilings and cry3tallisations. By 1805 

alum output was 6000 tons/year, one ton of alum being obtained from 

50 tons of shale, In addition to the burnt-3hale wastes any over- 

burden 
ýof ten the Dogger and basal 'beds of the Lower Deltaic Series) 

had to be removed, usually by throwing- it on to the foreshore to be 

removed by the sea. 

Alum quarries on the coast exist at Black Nabs Saltwick Nabs 

Sanasencl Ness& Kettle Ness, possibly Port Mulgrave, and on Boulby and 

Hummersea cliffs. Associated with these' quarries there are often 

remains of the alum house where the alum was refined. Such houses 

exist at the head of Saltwick Bay (this hou3e served both the Black 

Nab and Saltwick Nab quarries), at Sandsena,, on the west side of 

Kettle N033# on the top and at the foot of the cliff at Boulby and 
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at the cliff foot at Hummersea. In addition piers and even harbours 

were built to moor ships. Small piers built with blocks of Deltaic 

Sandstone occur on the foreshore on both isides of Black Nabs east of 

Saltwick Nabs west of Kettle Nessp and at Humerseae Also wooden 

piles,, possibly the remains of pierss, exist on the foreshore east of 

Saltwick Nabs at Boulby and on the cast side of Rosedale Wyke though 

these last may have been connected with the storage of iron ore 

before its shipment'from Port Mulgrave. The small piers in Saltwick 

Bay were probably superseded by the construction of the snall harbour 

at the head of the bay. 

These large alum quarries are easily reoogni3able; they are great 

soars up to 100 ft, or more deep and cover several acres, often with 

piles of shale in them and always with patches'of bare ground where 

the shale in a bright orangey-red - the result of the turning of the 

shale* The miners sees to have preferred to site their excavations 

on promontories# perhaps because of the greater exposure and therefore 

better calcining of the shale that would result. 

However# along t6'length of Rosedale 1', Yykev there is a series 

of small excavations in the Alum Shales of the cliff* These are 

associate& with the wooden piles already mentioned (Fig. I. 2b),, and 

a cross section through a scree which re3tS on a terrace cut in the 

cliff is visible. It is unLikely that the sutall scallops in the 

cliff above are of natural origin since they are visible nowhere else 

and are Probably the result of alum quarrying which was only short-lived. 

The Cementstone Industr_y 

The use of the concretions in the Cezentstone Shale3s which 

constitute the upper 19 ft, of the Alum Shales, for the manufactum of 

various types of cement began in 1856 (Richardson# Stevenson and 
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Clapham 1863)o The industry was never large since only about one 

ton of comentstone could be extracted from 60 tons of shale. Quarrying 

for the concretions was done mainly-at the Sanazend alum quarry until 

about 1880 and then at Deopgrove until 1936. 

Other Industries 

All other industries have been of minor importanoe and have bad 

little effect on the form of the cliff or foreshore. 

YossilS - The Upper Liao is extremely rich in fossils, especially 

ammonites, In the nineteenth century the carving of snakes" heads on 

these for sale to tourists was a lucrative occupation, Large numbers 

of Dactylioceras commune (J. Sowerby) were obtained from the nodules 

of a bed in the Alum Shales which formerly cropped out on the shore 

platform in Rail Hole Bight (Howarth 1962). Fossil-hunting may also 

be the reason for the abnormally low level of the platform in Jump 

Down Bight. 

Building Ston - The massive channel sandstones of the Lower Deltaic 

Series provide an easily worked building stonee There are very few 

quarries on the oliff but a tiny one exists on the East Cliff at Whitby 

and the large but shallow quarry at Port Mulgrave may have been used to 

provide the stone for the construction of the port. It is possible 

that sandstone boulders formerly lying on the -shore platform east of 

Whitby East Pier were removed as building stone. 

Conolusions 

It in evident that the activities of Man have been considerable on 

the north-east Yorkshire coast., Howevert quarries for alum are few and 

mines ana pits for the winning of ironstone are usually concentrated 
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in accessible areas. Jet mining is probably the only industry 

to have been practised wherever suitable rook is exposed but the 

effects of this industry on cliff-form have been amall. 
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APPENDIX II 

THE MICRO-EROSION METER IN A 
LITTORAL ENVIRONMENT 
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The micro-ero3ion meter technique has been developed recently 

to measure direotly the rate of erosion of so2ld rock* The baslo 

principlea of the technique have been do3cribed by High ana Hanna 

(1970) and High (1971) - 
Briefly, the micro-erosion aster consists of a tri- 

angular base plate with a log near each corner and a pillar placed 

off-centre an the upper surface. To this pillar is attached an 

engineers' dial gauge whose probe passes through a hole in the bass 

plate so that its tip can rest on the rock surface. Exact relocation 

of the measurement point on the rock surface is achieved by use of 

the Kelvin Clamp Principle, the U. &M. resting on three metal studs 

emplaced in the rock. 

MoWications to the Apparatus 

The M. E. M. constructed. for use in the present study bas a number 

of modifications. A detailed 3cale-drawing of it is given in Fige Mlo 

The adaptations are as follows: 

I. The M. E. M. is zade wholly of stainless steel because of the 

great corrosive power of the sea. The steel specification is 

EN 58B o 

29 The erosion capacity of the instrument was increamea to, 

theoretically,, four inches with measurements in increments 

of one thousand1th of an inch* This was to allow for the fact 

that erosion is rapid in this environment. In practice it 

was found that because of difficulties in the installation and 

oleaning of studs deeper than about 2,5 inches below the rook 

surfaoes this last figure its the actual erosion capacity of 

the M-E-M, The extra 1.5 inches is not totally wasted 

capacity, however, because this space allows the operator's 
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hand to hold the probe and to lower it gently on to the rook 

surface since no probe-lowering mechanism was affixed to the 

dial gauge. Also, when the rook has a hump on its surface 

between the studas the probe may register between 2-5 and 

1* inche a. 

3, The tip of the probe is hemispherical, not pointed - this 

reduces damage to the rock surface,, a problem which could 

have been important on the soft shales of north-east Yorkshire. 

It was thought wise to ensure that the legs were fixed firmly 

in the base plate and so# in addition to the pressure fitting,, 

the tops of the legs were riveted6 

5. In the experience of Mr, Max Pemberton of the Geography 

Department at Leeds the standard M. E. M. did not rest tightly 

an studs placed in vertical or highly inolinea rook surfaces. 

To alleviate this problem the angles of the cone and wedge 

in the Vases of two of the legs were reduced from 12o degrees 

to go degrees* 

The standard instrument has legs 4 to 5 cm. long. There is 

an error inherent in the use of legs with the same length 

because the base of only the flat leg rests on the top of 

the stud* Therefore, with the tops or us studs at a 

horizontal rook surface the instrument will be tilted,, the 

error being proportional to the depth of the depressions in 

the feet of the two legs. Fig. 11*2 shows this situation 

using a 90-degree depression. Readings are underestimated 

by an amount which can be calculated from a formula derived 

as follows: 
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correct position of M. E. M. 

ball-bearing 
of M. E. M. stud 

rock surface 

V-notch or 
cone leg of 
M. E. M. 

[K 

ball bearing forming 
top of stud 

Fig. 11-2 Errors in the design of the M. E. M. described by 
High and Hanna (1970) 
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Ynw where w= diameter of leg3 
2sink A= half the angle of the 

cone or V-notoh 

y-xar cot A where r= radius of ball bearing 

x my -r cot A 

kny Cos A-r Cos A cot 

w cos A-r 
cos A cot A 2 sin A 

k' ar cos (90 - 

w cat A-r cos A cot A-r sin'A I 

E*, Z 

nr+ 095wootA -r COSA CotA -r slnA 

Thereforel error in readings a 
J2r (i - cos A cot A- sin A) + 

2-'lr cot A a 2s 

where p, = distance of the probe from the centre of the leg 
with the flat ba3s 

distance of the flat leg from the line Joining the 
other two logs 

9ZTOr a pr co3ec A)+ -Plwr cot 
a 23 

in the case of an instrument construoted according to the 

dimentions suggested by High and Hanna (op, cit. ) with ww 0-5 inch,, 

Aa 60 degreest r= 0*125 inchg and the ratio p/s about 0-39389 the 

error amounts to OC4923 inch* This may seen small, but if the gauge 

is deemed to read to an accuracy of 10.3 inchp the readings are under- 

estimated by what is clearly a very large and significant amount. 

Fortunatelys as the error is constant for all readings the amount of 

erosion measured is unaffected. Howeverg the tilting gives rise to 
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another error which is variable* Both can be eliminated by making 

the leg with the flat base shorter than the other two by an amount 

which can be evaluated from the relationship: 

correction = r(I - cosec A) + 0*5w cot A 

with the tilting of the probe from normality to the rock surface 

by an angle B,, each successive reading at the isame site through time 

is overestimated by an amount proportional to the amount of actual 

erosion. Assuming that the rook surface unaergoes parallel recession, 

this error is formulated as follows: 

exTor z I(I - co3 B) 

where Ez measured erosion 

In the case of an erosion meter whose legs are the same length 

and has a probe measuring a maximum apparent er03i= Of One inch the 

error amounts to 3-0 x 10-4 inch. This is clearly very minor 

indicating that this source of error may be disregarded unless the 

instrument is able to measure a larger amount of erosion. Therefore 

the total inaccuracy in readings due solely to the design of the 

micro-erosion motor is usually a constant and is eliminated when the 

erosion is calculated from theme- 

Other error 13 introduced if the studs are not installed in a 

plane parallel to the plane of the rock surfacee Where this is smooth 

and plans the author has found the use of a tyro-troaa depth-gauge 

helpful to ensure that the tops of the studs are the same distance 

below the surface. However, where it is rough and the plane is not 

obvious# subjective judgement is the beat which can be achieved. 
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In the standard M*E, M,, the probe projects for half its length 

below the feet Of the instrument* This aids the siting of 

the instrument on hummocky and sharply concave surfaces. 

Because such surfaces should be avoided due to the errors 

they produce and because of the great danger of knocking the 

end of the probe if it were to protrude two inches past the 

feet of the legs# the gauge was positioned on the pillar so 

that its tip lay about half an inch above the feet of the logs 

and so was protected by them. 

The M. E. M. was provided vith a handle.. a rectangular hole 

cut in the base plate, because the Instrument had to be 

carried long distances over. rough terrain. It was also 

protected by a stout# close-fitting wooden box which was 

carried over the shoulder, The feet of the instrument were 

placed in holes in a bakelite plate which fitted in the bass 

of the box* The holes in the plate were made conioal so that, 

on its reverse side, the holes form a very tightfit when the 

logs are placed in theme Hence# should any damage be done to 

the legs# the feet may be replaced in exactly their former 

positions relative to each other. In this case it would be 

doubtful whether any readings taken after the event could be 

validly compared with those taken befores 

It is necessary to have some means of measuring variations in 

readings which may be caused by the instrument being knooked 

sharply w even by a particle of dirt getting into the dial 

gauge. A strong datum was made by fixing two sets of studs 

into a piece (if concrete paving stone. To produce a smooth 

surface a piece of glass was cemented with Araldite to the 

surface between one set of studs* Between the other set was 
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fixed a piece of glass on another piece of paving stone which 

in turn was glued to the first# The whole datum therefore is 

made of materials with low coefficients of expansion and allows 

the checking of readings at two bands within the range of the 

instrument at about 0.5 and 2.0 inches, Regular checks of the 

instrument have revealed no significant change in its readings, 

10. The studs on which the instrument restis are usually made by 

cementing stainless steel ball bearings to stainless steel set 

screws with Araldite. Tests showed that this glue corrodes 

in sea-water so the studs were made by brazing the two parts 

with Eutectrod, 1601 FC. After brazing,, the ball bearings had 

to be cleaned and polished. 

The Technique for the Emplacement at Studs 

The MeE. M. site having been chosen on a smooth# flat surface, 

three holes three-quarter& of an inch wide and equally spaced were 

bored with a hand drille The use of a template to locate accurately 

the positions of the holes,, as advocated by High and Ha=a (; 970). was 

found to be unsatisfactory. perhaps because of the length of the logo,, 

and so the M, E, M, itself had to be employed. The depth of the holes 

depends on the location of the site but it was found that none should 

be less than about an inch to prevent vandaliom. Holes about half an 

inch deep and a quarter of an inch wide were bored for the rawltamps 

in the centres, of the bases of the bigger holes. Powdered shale produced 

by the drilling was removed with a scooped spatula. The rawltamps are 

beat put into the holes by sliding them down a wire to prevent them 

turning over. The studs were screwed in using a brace after the rawl- 

tamps had been hammered with the special rawltamp caulking tool. 
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Because of the depth of the studs and, more especially,, the 

difficulty of boring the rawltamp hole in the exact centre of the 

bass of the larger holej, it was often found that the M. E. M. did not 

rest on them properly as its feet were touching the sides of the 

holess The lower parts of the holes had to be widened with a hammer 

and cold chisel when this happened. (It is easily tested for, because 

on pressing the M. E. M. the reading on the dial gauge changes markedly. ) 

To prevent sediaent fillin the holes they "re filled with 

plasticinso This also Prohibits any eddying of the seawater on the 

surface caused by the presence of the holes and any quarrying of the 

studs by the sea. Black plasticine was found to be especially good 

for camoufla#ing the holes; vandalism was considerable at first on 

some sites. On the other hands brightly coloured plasticine enables 

sites located on featureless parts of the shore platform and on remote 

sections of the cliff to be found quickly* 

The Technique for Taking Reaaings 

i. The rook surfaoe is gently washed using a wash bottle. 

2. The plus of plastioinals removed using the spatula. By freeing 

the plug from the walls of the hole first it can usually be lifted 

out in one piece and this eliminates the possibility of damage 

being done to the uppermost shale laminae around the hole. 

Any water in the bottom of the hole is suckea out using the 

plastic wash bottle. 

The stud is then rubbed with a fingertip to ensure that no dirt 

is liticidng to it -a cloth in unreliable for this* 

The feet of the M. E. M. are placed on the studs in the order 

cons foot, wedge foot, flat foot# and the probe is allowed to 

descencl to the rock surface. 
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The reading on the dial is noted to the nearest one thousandth 

of an inch. The naming of studs follows the method used by 

Pemberton (1971) which is more succinct than that Of High and 

Hanna (1970)- Each site is given a number and each stud a 

letter,, and the reading corresponding to that stud is made when 

the flat-footed leg of the M. E. M. rests on that stud. In a 

mosaic, which is a number of sites, one stud may occur in a 

number of sites but it keeps the letter, In the present study 

lettering was from the comer of the site nearest the c1iffj 

seaward and from left to right, facing the cliff. For sites 

on vertical surfaces lettering was from left to right and top 

to bottom. Sites on the platform were numbered from the sea 

towards the cliff and for those at the cliff foot numbering was 

towards the path leading down to the zhoree 

Steps numbered 5 and 6 are repeated with the M. E. M. differently 

orientated on the site,, the feet and tip of the probe having 

been cheaked for dirt after being lifted off the stud3s 

Each reading at the site is then chocked and checked again if 

necessary until the readings are cmstant; it is incorrect to 

use average readings since some may be affected by dirt. Two 

chook3 are u3ually the maxlmilm neoessary. 

90 The plaisticine plugs must be replaced in the holes* 

M. E. U. Sites anaErosion Data 

Maps of the locations of M,, EMs sites and configurations of 

istuas at each ats on the north-east Yorkshire coast together with 

11, Eoll, readings collected during the study period form Appendix IV. 


